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The exclusive lighting range from Stadl Art gives you the opportunity to own inheritable, repurposed, vintage lights.
Antique and vintage parts are specifically combined to create inheritable pieces to last you and your children decades.

Travelling to small towns all over South Africa in search of antique gems is just one of the things that make the artist’s work so unique. 
Only one of a kind is created by the artist Johan Stadler, who works from his studio in Mossel Bay, Western Cape.

Give light to your living space in style this festive season with a Stadl Art masterpiece.

0842057458
www.stadl.co.za

VINTAGE WILL NEVER GO OUT OF STYLE
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27 Feb - 01 mar
Ticketpro Dome | Johannesburg

Thursday - Friday 10h00 - 18h00
Saturday - Sunday 09h00 - 18h00

R100 Adults | R50 Pensioners | R20 Scholars

Home Improvement

The best home improvement, decor, 
services and appliances to InHabit 

your home all under one roof.  Your 
home improvement project starts here.

FIND IT ALL AT THE EXPO

Designer Spaces

See aspiring, local interior designers create 
an authentic space in the Designer Spaces 
challenge. Here designers will create a 
space inspired by authentic African style.

Truly Artisan

Truly Artisan is a must for 
visitors looking to add the 
latest, custom-made
products to their home.

@HOMEMAKERS_Expo

InHabit Workshop
 
Get creative at the InHabit 
Workshop. With interesting 
DIY demos from expert 
craftsmen - it’s obvious 
why this feature is an expo 
favourite!

Young Designers Challenge
Brought to you by Vermont Sales
 
The Industrial Design students from 
the University of Johannesburg 
will once again take up a special 
Johannesburg HOMEMAKERS 
Challenge.

D’Vine Life

This foodie haven will have 
you spoilt for choice. Indulge 
in everything from gourmet 
sushi and towering burgers 
to creatively cured biltong 
and delicious ice creams.

Follow Us: 

HOMEMAKERS Expo

show 
highlightsTickets available 

online:

@SAHomemakers

Garden Kitchen Theatre

Learn how to InHabit your 
kitchen in a whole new 
way with the debut of the 
Garden Kitchen Theatre. Be 
entertained while acquiring 
new skills taught by 
celebrity chefs, guests, and 
experts.

expo@homemakers-sa.co.za

086 111 4663

www.homemakersexpo.co.za

JHX Designing Ways DPS Artwork.indd   2-3 2019/11/22   15:37
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“Outdoor Splendour: New rope materials combined with a 
wooden frame , accentuated with elegant seat and back cushions 
make the new Sevens sofa a must to have. Subdued colors blend 
in easily with the classy environments of your home ”
www.sevens.co.za
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Think of it as the world’s most beautiful “no entry” sign. 
ShutterGuard® Shutters not only lend a sophisticated look to 
any window or door, they also provide high-end security when 
closed. They’re rustproof, available in custom colours and are 
backed by a 10-year warranty. The perfect way to finish off a 
home stylishly and, importantly, securely.
www.taylorblinds.co.za       0861-1829-567
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EDITORIAL
BOARD Paras Carpets

Exclusive Hand Made Carpets

www.parascarpets.com
69 Kramer Road, Kramerville, Sandton

011 262 3756, parascarpets@yahoo.com, Owner: Chezi Michaeli

Designing Ways would like to take this 
opportunity to thank our readers 

and advertisers for all their support 
throughout 2019 and we are looking 

forward to a super 2020.

Designing Ways will be at expos around 
Gauteng and we enjoy visits from our readers. 

Our line-up for 2020 is as follows:

27 Feb – 1 Mar 2020
HOMEMAKERS EXPO

Ticketpro Dome - Johannesburg
www.homemakersonline.co.za

22 – 24 May 2020
Design Joburg/Rooms On View

Sandton Convention Centre
www.designjoburg.com

21 – 23 June 2019
The Hotel Show Africa

Gallagher Convention Centre
www.thehotelshowafrica.com

6 – 10 August 2019
Decorex Joburg

Gallagher Convention Centre
www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/
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Southern Guild, Design Miami - page 72
    Andile Dyalvane, born in 1978 in the 
small village of Ngobozana, near Qobo-
Qobo in the rural Eastern Cape province 
of South Africa, Andile grew up farming 
and looking after his father’s cattle herd 
– sowing a deep connection to the land 
and his Xhosa culture that resonates 
powerfully through his work today. His 
medium of clay or “umhlaba” (mother 
earth) is, at its most fundamental, a life-
affirming connection to the soil. But by 
providing a medium for storytelling, it is 
also an essential energetic link to his past, 
present and future.

Andile completed a National Diploma 
in Art and Design at Sivuyile Technical 
College in Gugulethu, Cape Town, 
followed by a National Diploma in 
Ceramic Design from Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan University (NMMU) in 
Port Elizabeth in 2003. In 2005, together 
with fellow NMMU graduate Zizipho 
Poswa, he co-founded Imiso Ceramics, 
whose handmade tableware and vessels 
have earned the studio an international 
following.

His most ambitious body of work to 
date, Idladla (grain silo), was exhibited 
at Southern Guild in 2017. The collection 
pivots around the central role that maize 
cultivation plays in rural African life: no 
homestead is considered complete without 
a structure to store grain. The cyclical, life-
sustaining practices of land cultivation are 
an embodiment of collective effort and 
restorative spirituality. 

Andile has presented his ceramics in 
exhibitions at galleries, fairs and museums 
all over the world. His work was included 
in Making Africa: A Continent of 
Contemporary Design, which premiered 
at the Vitra Design Museum in Weil am 
Rhein, Germany, in 2014 before travelling 
to other major international museums, 
and in Graphic Africa at Habitat’s 
Platform Gallery during the 2013 London 
Design Festival. He is represented in 
New York by Friedman Benda, whose 
2016 solo exhibition of his work, titled 
Camagu, was met with critical acclaim. 
His work has been shown at The Salon Art 
+ Design and NY Now, Design Miami, 
Design Miami/Basel, Design Days Dubai, 
Art Santa Fe International Art Fair, and 
AKAA Art Fair. 

A member of the International 
Academy of Ceramics, Andile has earned 
residencies around the world, most 

recently at Clay Gulgong in Australia in 
2018, and shares his knowledge through 
master classes and workshops in South 
Africa and internationally. He has been 
included in museum shows at the National 
Art Museum of China (NAMOC) and 
the Iziko South African National Gallery 
(SANG) in Cape Town, and has work in 
the collections of the Yingge Ceramic 
Museum in Taipei, Iziko SANG, NMMU 
Art Museum in Port Elizabeth, and the 
Corobrik Ceramics Collection.

He collaborated with Chilean design, 
architecture, and art studio GT2P (Great 
Things 2 People) on a ceramic installation 
that was showcased at the 2017 Design 
Indaba Conference, and co-founded 
the Imbadu Collective, which facilitates 
creative collaborations among South 
African artists such as Atang Tshikare, 
Laduma Ngxokolo and Trevor Stuurman.

Andile is the recipient of the 2015 
Design Foundation Icon Award and 
was the Feature Designer of the Year 
at 100% Design South Africa in 2018, 
where he presented his Iindonga Bowl 
collection. He was included in Artsy’s Top 
10 Contemporary Artists Working with 
Ceramics, and was named one of the Top 
200 Young South Africans by the Mail & 
Guardian newspaper in 2011 and was the 
VISI magazine Artist of the Year in 2009. 

DESIGNER
PROFILES

From Humble beginnings, Traviata has positioned 

itself to be “The Best in the Business” for over 15 

years. 

Our ethos is to be a reliable, professional and 

specialist supplier of innovative Flooring Systems 

that are of unquestionable quality, to the 

Commercial and Residential markets. 

To this end, Traviata in partnership with our 

international suppliers and customers, continues 

to be fl exible and innovative. 

Traviata offers a wide range of laminate and vinyl 

fl ooring options to suit all budgets. Traviata is a 

Corporate Member of the Southern African Wood, 

Laminate and Flooring Association, which ensures 

that Traviata products conform to the highest 

international safety and quality standards.

SPECIALIST 
FLOORING SUPPLIER

DID YOU KNOW? 

TRAVIATA’S FLOORING PRODUCTS CAN BE LAID 

OVER MOST TILED SURFACES.

Our product range:

- ISOCORE Click Vinyl 

   Patented technology, 100% waterproof   

   Residential and commercial

- Firmfi t Click  Vinyl                         

   100% waterproof 

   Residential use

- Tru-wood XL laminate                  

   12mm long wide board

   Highly water resistant

   Looks and feels like real wood

- 8mm Laminate Flooring              

   Quality/value for money fl ooring 

   Made In Germany
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Traviata Flooring is an established importer and distributor of high 
quality laminate and vinyl fl ooring products, boasting a national network 
of professional installation companies offering supply and fi t services.

Tel: 011 453 0296  •  Cell: 084 504 7465
andrew@traviata.co.za  •  www.traviata.co.za

Showroom: Unit 5, Route 24, Herman Street, Meadowdale, Gauteng
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Kiwinet, based in the quaint village of Stanford, creating 
dreamy spaces in beautiful bedrooms, alfresco areas 
and hidden sanctuaries for game lodges, hotels and 

private residences. 
Kiwinet was founded as a small business in 1994 and 

has since grown to a professional unstoppable operation; 
while passionately retaining a personal commitment to 
manufacturing stylish and bespoke nets of a consistently 
high standard. Our staff are committed to meeting the exact 
requirements of our valued and loyal, as well as potential 
clientele, creating mosquito nets which match their demands 
down to the very last detail and specification received.  

From their Classic & Traditional Suspended Four Poster 
nets, Hoopnets, Square nets and Fitted Four Poster nets, to the 
custom made Cubular, Mono-pitch, Track Suspended Kiwinets, 
they endeavour to meet any requirement embarked upon. 

Kiwinet, rather than simply being perceived as a mere 
accessory offering protection against malaria from pesky 
mosquitoes, are continually viewed as a feature in themselves, 
often greatly enhancing the most stylish of living spaces, 
bedrooms and outdoor retreats. 

Kiwinet takes great pride in its endless growing reputation for 
producing innovative and custom-made nets to complement 
every style of interior décor and will go to any lengths to ensure 
that customers’ needs are not only met, but surpassed. 

www.kiwinet.co.za

dw

DESIGNER
PROFILES

Southern Guild, Design Miami - page 75
Born in Johannesburg in 1971, Justine 

Mahoney is a figurative sculptor whose 
work holds up a mirror to South Africa’s 
fractured past even as it projects a 
fantastical, hybridised future.  

Her sculptures and collages have 
captivated audiences for their deceptively 
innocent approach to exploring the 
dark side of human existence. Drawing 
inspiration from the disparate realities of 
growing up white in 1970s Johannesburg 
during some of the most tumultuous 
decades of Apartheid, she is deeply 
influenced by her childhood experiences. 
Using her own memories as a source of 
inspiration, she alludes to both innocence 
and its loss, while simultaneously 
depicting an inner determination to move 
forward in the face of adversity. 

In Tainted, her 2017 solo exhibition, 
Justine explores emotional and physical 
states of struggle through convoys of toy-
like sculptures. These childlike figures 

— referred to by the artist as “an army 
of toy soldiers” — offer an inspired view 
into this world of collaged fantasy, as 
well as her own observations of gender, 
landscape and oppression. 

Her sculptures represent the fears, 
nightmares, dreams and aspirations of 
children, and are based on stories told 
to her by her childhood nanny. Like her 
photo collages, her bronze figures stitch 
together contrasting worlds, frequently 
combining elements taken from classical 
mythology, traditional African art, 
popular culture, art history and the media.

Justine matriculated from the 
Johannesburg School of Art, Ballet, 
Drama and Music, and gained her 
National Diploma in Fine Art from the 
Technikon of Witwatersrand in 1991. 

Now based in Cape Town, she has 
exhibited her work all over South Africa 
and at international design fairs such as 
Design Miami, Design Miami/Basel and 
The Salon Art and Design in New York.

Southern Guild, Design Miami - page 75
Porky Hefer was born in 1968, in the 

era where Radical Design emerged with 
futurist-designed environments and 
objects were more than a chair or a table 
– pieces that would assault your eyes 
and also your spirit. Fascinated by the 
reactions and energy a piece can generate 
in a space, Porky embraces Africa and 
the skills and processes that are readily 
available indigenously, rather than trying 
to emulate foreign processes. Making use 
of traditional techniques and crafts that 
focus on the hand rather than machinery, 
his work ensures that age-old skills are 
preserved and kept relevant in a modern 
age. 

Fascinated by the weaver bird, Porky’s 
life-size nests, woven with Kooboo Cane, 
are a result of his in-depth study into this 
social bird’s nest-building skills, made 
relevant for a human audience. 

Porky has had numerous solo 
presentations of his work and is a two-
time winner of the Design Foundation 
Icon Award (2013 and 2018). His first 
solo show, Monstera Deliciosa, Volume 

I, was presented at Southern Guild’s Cape 
Town gallery at the end of 2015, garnering 
rave local and international reviews. In 
2016, he represented South Africa with 
Southern Guild at the inaugural London 
Design Biennale, which was followed by 

a solo exhibition at R & Company in New 
York in 2017. His Endangered collection 
of sculptural seating pods made of eco-
friendly and recycled materials was 
exhibited to widespread acclaim at Design 
Miami/ Basel in 2018.

Creating dreamy spaces
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Designed to fit into the wider 
urban design framework of 
Sol Plaatje University in the 

Northern Cape, the newly-created School 
of Education’s Teaching Practice Building 
still manages to attract individual 
attention through its bold form that 
diminishes any fussy detail. The building’s 
architects, URBA Architects & Urban 
Designers, used Corobrik’s Bergendal 
Satin range for the solid brick design, 
earning themselves the SAIA (South 
African Institute of Architects) Regional 
Award for Architecture 2019. 

 “Corobrik is proud to, once again, be 
a part of an award-winning architectural 
design that will serve the community 
for future generations,” explained Musa 
Shangase, Commercial Director at 
Corobrik. “We also have a long-standing 
relationship with government who 
prioritise quality products for the creation 
of structures such as these, enhancing 
the experience of users through superior 
aesthetics and comfort.”

 Shangase said that Corobrik’s clay face 
brick range is ideal for the harsh climatic 
conditions of the Northern Cape, retaining 
the original colour and finish despite the 
elements: “The natural properties of the 
brick also allow for organic temperature 
regulation for maximum interior comfort, 
and noise attenuation for an environment 
conducive to studying. Plus, the finished 
product is truly captivating – as can be 
seen in this Teaching Practice building!”

 The URBA Architects & Urban 
Designers team included Henri Comrie 
and Etienne Britz assisted by Xandrin 
Dirks and Lara Fisher. Other organisations 
involved in the construction of the 
building were AECOM, Aurecon, Royal 
Haskoning DHV, Civilsense Consulting, 
InSite Landscape Architects, LimCo QS 
and Qualicon Construction. In describing 

the four-storey building’s design, the 
architects’ statement for the SAIA awards 
reads: “The building relies on solid (face) 
brick mass to mitigate the severe climatic 
conditions. In this specific building, 
which is orientated north-south, heat 
conditions are compounded by extensive 
east- and west facing facades that justify 
the thickening of walls.”

 The honest design expression and 
uncluttered face brick envelope create 
a bold form with unfussy detailing and 
low-maintenance requirements, one of 
the attributes of Corobrik’s face bricks. 
The architects also made full use of the 
Northern Cape’s crisp light to enhance 
the face brick aesthetic, stating: “Light 
penetrates deeper and the etching of solid 
against void becomes more pronounced. 
Around sunrise and sunset, the moody 
Bergendal Satin face brick glows 
magnificently and with an effect that far 
exceeded our expectations.”

 Although crafted in a solid mass, the 
spaces are moulded to provide natural 
airflow and light to enter the building, 
with the circulation spaces a continuation 
of the external circulation. There was 
also a clever use of space, with carved 
seating alcoves and balconies to reduce 
mono-functional lost space and create an 
inclusive environment. 

 Internally Corobrik’s stock bricks were 
mostly flush-jointed and painted white 

to either provide accents or to allow 
deflected natural light to penetrate deeper 
into the spaces. Yellow and light blue 
tones were used as further colour accents 
throughout. 

 Commenting on the decision to use 
Corobrik’s Bergendal Satin, Etienne Britz 
of URBA Architects & Urban Designers 
said the building fitted into the campus-
wide urban design framework, developed 
and rigorously maintained by Ludwig 
Hansen.

 “The face brick forms part of this 
framework with the exception of the all-
concrete Library and Student Resources 
Centre by Designworkshop which is a 
focal point on the main square. The design 
of the steel shading screens on the western 
side of the Teaching Practice Building 
is not standard, however, we designed 
these shading screens in a language that 
suits the robust aesthetic of this specific 
building.”

 The award was announced at the 
Corobrik-sponsored SAIA Regional 
Awards’ Ceremony held at Kopano 
Nokeng Conference Centre on 18 October 
2019. The award winners will now be 
submitted for national adjudication to 
become eligible for a SAIA/Corobrik 
Award of Merit 2020 and a SAIA/
Corobrik Award for Excellence 2020.

 
www.corobrik.co.za

TRADE
WINDS

dw

Award-winning 
university building 

incorporates 
Corobrik’s face brick 
for impactful effect

Corobrik’s Bergendal Satin face bricks were used in the contextually-sensitive Sol Plaatje University 
School of Education, Teaching Practice building in Kimberley, Northern Cape. The building was 
designed by SAIA-regional award-winners, URBA Architects & Urban Designers.

Husky handmade carpets 
are crafted with utmost care, 
attention to detail and strictest 
quality control. 

Showroom:  9 Appel Rd. Kramerville, Sandton  Tel: 011 444 3370

Custom made in any size, 
shape, colour and design, 
to complete your interior. 

 email: husky@husky.co.za
www.huskycarpets.com

with Husky handmade rugs and carpets

HUSKY DW F-P DEC19

CREATE 
A LASTING 
IMPRESSION
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TRADE
WINDS

Since its inception in 2009, the 
AfriSam-SAIA Sustainable Design 
Award has grown into South Africa’s 

most prestigious sustainability award 
programme, attracting an exciting range 
of entries. By honouring outstanding 
achievements in sustainable architecture, 
the awards programme has taken the 
lead in creating public awareness and 
debate about sustainability in the built 
environment. 

Most recently, AfriSam launched 
the AfriSam Student Design Challenge 
to incentivise the next generation of 
designers to foreground sustainable 
solutions in design thinking. An event 
hosted recently at the internationally 
acclaimed Johannesburg Council 
Chamber in Braamfontein set the 
scene for the decade celebration of 
sustainable architecture, and also for the 
announcement of the first student winner. 
Adjudicators were looking for entries that 
reflected forward-thinking solutions and 
that demonstrated a better future for all.

The inaugural brief went out to 
architecture schools across Gauteng who 
were required to take an in-depth look 
at Joubert Park / the Johannesburg Art 
Gallery (JAG) and how to connect the 
museum to its immediate community and 
other audiences.

The winning design came from 
Lenasia resident, 23-year old Hashim 
Tarmahomed, who is currently doing his 
Honours degree in Architecture Studies 
at Wits University, and who seized the 
opportunity to showcase his creative 
design and love for sustainability. 

He said the challenge to craft a 
symbiotic relationship between the JAG, 
its rich art collection and its surrounds 
was interesting. “The brief was clear: to 
reconsider the agency of boundaries and 
to create a new public interface. 

“My entry was built around 
the realisation that many portrait 
photographers come to the park to use it 
as a makeshift backdrop, but are not given 
a platform to create. My design concept 
was to build on a gallery-that-dissolves-
into-the-park idea. The existing structures 
still exhibit a legacy of exclusion and 

segregation upon which they were built. 
My proposal was for the JAG to make way 
for a public photography centre within 
its precinct to encourage greater public 
participation, and for the remaining space 
to continue as a gallery.”

“The project should not be seen as the 
gallery leaking into the streets but rather a 
symbiotic relationship between them. The 
streets and its people own the gallery as 
much as they do the street. Providing this 
sense of ownership creates a sense of place 
– where you can walk and cross roads 
feeling safe, where you can trade in a 
space that isn’t temporary, where you can 
stroll right through a gallery and emerge 
on the other side without passing any cold 
barriers, then you belong.

“I always want to remain socially aware 
in all that I create. My dream is not just to 
design beautiful buildings, but to enrich 
people’s lives,” added Tarahomed.

In support of the all-important 
sustainability agenda, AfriSam and the 
South African Institute of Architects 
(SAIA) is announcing a call for entries 
in the AfriSam-SAIA Sustainable Design 
Award. All architects, engineers, project 
managers and design practitioners are 
called to enter projects with a harmonious 
vision of shaping communities for liveable 
sustainability. 

The AfriSam-SAIA Award supports a 
learning journey towards regenerative 
design with an emphasis on sustainability, 
innovation, transformation and 
multidisciplinary efforts.

“We need to respond to the needs of 
our world by pursuing new methods 
of building that are economical and 
environmentally conscious. We need to 
find ways to improve material efficiency, 
design and the re-use of buildings. It 

is also our duty to revisit ancient best 
practices and knowledge systems that 
will set us on a new trajectory towards 
sustainability,” said Dr Luyanda Mpahlwa, 
President of SAIA.

“Leaders in the built environment will 
have an important role to play in creating 
new spaces that have the power to elevate, 
dignify and provide a better quality of 
life for everyone. Sustainability is not 
just about buildings, it’s about changing 
and improving lives.” Dr Philippa 
Tumubweinee, practising professional 
architect and academic.

The SAIA recognises the importance 
of “green” building and encourages its 
members to incorporate sustainability in 
building design at an early stage. 

We encourage all practitioners in the 
built environment to enter architecture, 
urban design, technological innovations, 
systems or research that is reshaping our 
environment into the award programme. 
More than one project may be submitted 
(separate entries for each) and entries 
are free. All 2019/2020 entries must be 
submitted online  before 31 March 2020.

 www.sustainabledesign.co.za

Student wins Sustainable Design Award
Wits student from Lenasia bags AfriSam 

Student Design Challenge

dw

JOHANNESBURG SHOWROOM 
14A Kramer Road, Kramerville, 2090 | 011 262 0202 

WWW.COREFURNITURE.CO.ZA

A proud member of the Core Holdings Group. An ISO 9001 compliant and BEE Level 2 company.

CAPE TOWN SHOWROOM 
87 Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock, Cape Town, 8001 |  021 461 9078 87 

NEW  
EICHHOLTZ 
CATALOGUE

NOW AVAILABLE  
ONLINE
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At the beginning of this year 
WGSN, global leaders in 
trend forecasting, released its 

2019 report on brands and marketing. 
Touching on everything from the power 
of collaboration to meaningful content 
and the importance of authenticity, it also 
highlighted the rise of ‘brave brands’. 

Succinctly summed up, the report 
stated ‘brave brands lead with their hearts 
and heritage, sacrificing potential profits 
for purpose’. 

An example of this would be Coca Cola 
Brazil’s anti-prejudice campaign, which 
launched at the end of 2018. For many 
years, the Portuguese phrase ‘This Coke is 
a Fanta’ has been used as a homophobic 
expression to make fun of the LGBTQ+ 
community in Brazil, which is why 
Coca Cola created a limited-edition can, 
featuring the iconic red Coca Cola original 
design on the outside with Fanta inside. 
The cans launched on International LGBT 
Pride Day, with the message ‘This Coke is 
a Fanta, so what?’. A brilliant way to be 
supportive, inclusive and to take a bold 
stand as a brand. 

But, as highlighted in the WGSN 
report, there are many ways for brands 
to be brave. “Owning up to mistakes 
and mishaps can also show a great deal 
of bravery. When the UK’s KFC ran out 
of chicken in 2018, it unveiled its ‘FCK 
We’re Sorry’ ad as a public apology to 
its customers.” Clever, funny and taking 
ownership of its wrongdoing.

Closer to home, Taylor Blinds & 
Shutters proved its innovative brand spirit 
and bravery when it launched the podcast 
series Blind History in collaboration with 
Cliff Central. 

The series – ultimately a conversational 
15-minute crash course in getting to 
know history’s greatest men and women 
– was hosted by Taylor Blinds & Shutters 
Managing Director Anthony Mederer 
and radio personality Gareth Cliff, and 
went on to win a finalist award for best 
Education Podcast at the New York 
Festivals Radio Awards in July this year. 

“We’re always looking for new ways to 
reach our target market,” says Mederer. 
“Podcasts are changing the way people 
consume news and content. We wanted 
to be as subliminal as possible with our 
core focus on engaging content, which 
led to the creation of Blind History. As 
Gareth Cliff and I both share a passion 
for history, the podcast was a perfect fit 
and our enthusiasm was shared by the 
listeners.”

For a company celebrating 60 years 
in 2019, this modern take on content 
and connecting with its audience was 
a courageous one. Using the podcast 
medium, Taylor was able to create 
engaging, honest content – moving away 
from the traditional hard sell – to build 
trust and authenticity with the listener. 
By focusing on engaging content and 
choosing the right media partner, the 
message was laser-focused, reaching 
the right people and maximising spend 
through shareable and trackable content 
with a far longer digital shelf-life. 

“Blind History is precisely the kind 
of content audiences want and we want 
to make,” Cliff agrees. “It’s great to have 
a client that gets podcasting, content 
creation and the new kinds of digital 
distribution that have an impact. We’ve 
attracted not only record downloads, but 
listeners responded and engaged with us 
through my show and social media. The 
only complaint is that the shows were too 
short!”

What Taylor created with Blind History 
remained true to its brand pillars – quality, 
innovation and trust – and offered the 
perfect example of two respected brands 
coming together to deliver a premium 

quality production that was of value to the 
listener but also helped to build customer 
relationships. 

Bravery is about including the 
consumer, a sentiment echoed by Sivonne 
Davis, VP of marketing at L’Oréal USA, 
who said during an Advertising Week 
panel on engaging conscious consumers: 
“to write any good story starts with 
knowing your audience. For me, it’s also 
about talking to consumers. Whether it’s 
during, before or after you’re developing 
your storyline, they need to be included 
in that conversation.” 

From the feedback received from the 
audience it was clear to see that Blind 
History had made a meaningful impact, 
but also that Taylor as a brand had 
achieved what they set out to – a new way 
to access their target market. 

As Steve Jobs famously said, “innovation 
distinguishes between a leader and a 
follower”, it’s clear to see here that Taylor 
Blinds & Shutters are leading the way.

www.taylorblinds.co.za
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When it comes to 
brave brands, 

are the blinds leading 
the blind?

DECOREX DURBAN 
19 - 22 MARCH // 

DURBAN EXHIBITION 
CENTRE
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The role of ‘smart’ buildings 
in accelerating infrastructure 
delivery in South Africa was 

placed under the spotlight at an 
Innovation Day hosted by Johnson 
Controls at the Sandton Convention 
Centre on Thursday 21 November. Held 
under the theme of ‘Talking Tomorrow, 
Today’, the event engaged a range of 
stakeholders to not only make them aware 
of the complete solutions available from 
Johnson Controls, but to stimulate an 
important debate about the increasingly 
critical role played by technology.

Designed as a showcase of innovation, 
the event gave a comprehensive 
overview of smart city technology, 
green building solutions and energy 
efficiency, and infrastructure and human 
capital investment. Here the focus 
was buildings across the board, from 
hospitals to universities. “Our aim was 
to engage with important stakeholders 
in order to understand what is on their 
wish list in terms of benefiting their 
end users,” Archibald F. Makatini, GM 
for Sub-Saharan Africa at the Johnson 
Control MEA headquarters in Isando, 
Johannesburg, says.

Smart cities are not only about “bright 
shiny new buildings”, but must focus on 
developing infrastructure that caters to 
the overall needs of society, according to 
Makatini. Born in South Africa, Makatini’s 
23-year career with Johnson Controls 
has taken him from New York City to 
New Jersey, Hawaii, California, and now 
back to South Africa. “What brought me 
full circle was the opportunity. Africa is 
primed for infrastructure growth across 
the board.”

Johnson Controls is ideally positioned to 
assist cities like Johannesburg revive their 
dilapidated building stock, as it grapples 
with a growing deficit of affordable 
housing. “A lot of these buildings do not 
even have simple functionality such as 
air-con. We as a company can assist in 
turning Johannesburg around. We have 
the knowhow to turn those buildings into 
liveable environments.”

A major issue faced at both national 
and local government level is its capacity 
for proactive maintenance, which is 
increasingly constrained by a lack of 
funding and the necessary technical skills. 
“We have engaged with our partners in 
order to demonstrate our capabilities in 
terms of maintaining infrastructure and 
systems,” Makatini points out.

Johnson Controls, known traditionally 
as an HVAC company, has subsequently 
moved away from its exclusive focus 
on chillers and air-con equipment to 
completely integrated smart building 
solutions. “In addition to our technology 
and long-term R&D commitment, we are 
also an Original Equipment Manufacturer 
(OEM). This means we can offer a turnkey 
design-and-manufacture capability, 
guaranteeing both performance and 
quality.”

This places Johnson Controls in a 
unique position to respond to President 
Cyril Ramaphosa’s call for smart cities 
in his State of the Nation Address on 20 
June. The President referred to his “dream 
of a South Africa where the first entirely 
new city built in the democratic era rises, 
with skyscrapers, schools, universities, 
hospitals and factories … The city we 
build must demonstrate democratic 
spatial planning; it must also be a smart 
city and illustrate that we are in the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution.”

Makatini comments that the President’s 
comments are an acknowledgement of 
the enabling role that technology can play. 
“Technology is here to stay, and nothing 
can stop its progression. What is key is 
having the vision as to how it can enhance 
the lives of ordinary citizens.”

At Johnson Controls’ One Albert 
Quay headquarters at Cork, described as 
Ireland’s ‘smartest’ building, full Internet 
of Things connectivity covers security, 
fire prevention, HVAC, and building 
management. The building has achieved 
Gold certification under the US Green 
Building Council’s Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) 
scheme.

“These are not only examples of what 
can be achieved with technology, but of 
our approach to innovation and out-of-
the-box thinking,” Makatini argues. He 
also highlights Johnson Controls’ work 
in Hawaii, where it has guaranteed a 25% 
to 30% saving in utility costs over the 
next 25 years. “Our assessment included 
airports, highways, and harbours, and we 
committed to delivering results. What 
is important here is that we now have a 
customer for life, as this is such a long-
term project.”

Makatini plans to bring this thinking 
to Africa by focusing on Public Private 
Partnerships (PPPs) as the best vehicle 
to leverage technology in infrastructure 
delivery. “What I am pushing for here in 
South Africa is to move away from tenders. 
As a solutions-driven company, we are 
able to generate our own opportunities 
by listening to, and understanding, our 
customers’ requirements. Our team 
here is committed to delivering on that 
promise. We are also a strongly ethical 
company, and always strive to conduct 
our business in the best manner possible.”

While Makatini acknowledges the many 
challenges facing local municipalities in 
particular, he is confident that the PPP 
approach is ideal in unlocking value. 
“The problem with delivery vehicles such 
as the tender process is that they do not 
allow companies to take the initiative. 
We need a path of least resistance to get 
our solutions out there, and to be able to 
collaborate with government at all levels,” 
he stresses.

With its strong focus on design and 
manufacture, Makatini reveals that local 
manufacture is definitely on the cards. 
“We ensure that the best technology 
solutions are affordable in Africa. We 
realise that governments are struggling 
right now, and that funding is a major 
issue. Therefore, instead of waiting for 
tenders to be issued, we can bring in 
external investors so that some of these 
critical projects can reach fruition.”

www.johnsoncontrols.co.za

Johnson Controls puts the smarts into 
infrastructure delivery at Innovation Day
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WHAT’S
HOT

Established in 2002, Tom Dixon is a 
British design company of lighting, 
furniture and accessories with 

their own design and creative agency. 
Tom is a restless innovator of lighting, 

accessories and furniture. From his 
departure point in the early eighties 
welding salvaged steel into radical 
furniture, he has constantly reinvented 
himself through a series of different design 
lives. His works are included in collections 
of the world’s most prestigious museums, 
including the V&A and the MoMA. 
The Tom Dixon brand is now a widely 
celebrated global force in interior design 
with its own hubs in New York, Hong 
Kong SAR, China, London, Los Angeles 
and Tokyo. With more than 600 products, 
ranging from lighting to furniture, from 
tableware through to fragrance, which are 
distributed in over 65 countries; they are 
instantly recognizable for their sculptural 
qualities and engineered materiality.

Tom Dixon conceives the interiors and 
exteriors of tomorrow. Rich in narrative, 
they nurture a fast-growing international 
portfolio that ranges from hospitality 
and retail to co–working spaces and 
monumental complexes.

Tough and practical for professionals, 
attractive and desirable for the home. 
Tom Dixon’s products are instantly 
recognisable for their sculptural qualities 
and engineered materiality.

www.casarredo.co.za 

Extraordinary objects, spaced for everyday use.

The Mill
It’s an exciting first for The Mill 

Fabrics as we invite you to venture 
“Outside” the interior and welcome 
the launch of our new “Outdoor” 
furnishing fabrics range, namely 
“Bute”!

www.themillfabrics.co.za.

Shake, the new bar cabinet by alivar
A new bar cabinet has joined the 

HOME PROJECT collection. Shake is a 
charming cabinet containing a number 
of units and compartments for you to 
store your essentials, including glasses 
and crystal bottles. It’s ideal for creating 
a dedicated spot for drinks and cocktails 
in the comfort of your own home. The 
decorative horizontal inlays across the 
cabinet’s two front doors create a subtle 
raised effect that gives the Italian walnut-
wood or matt-lacquer surface added 
movement. Other details include the 
polished or painted aluminium closure 
and angled, cast-aluminium legs that 
provide a light touch against the imposing 
size of the cabinet as a whole.

The double version - complete with 
drawers or integrated minibar - makes 
your drinks corner even more practical.

www.cavalleri.com
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The eldest of three daughters, 
she has the fondest memories 
of adventurous holidays on the 

farm, hiking trails from a young age with 
her father, and family feasts around the 
dining table, prepared by her mother. 

She lives by the saying: “Do what is 
right, not what is easy nor what is popular.
Be brave enough to live the life of your 
dreams according to your vision and 
purpose instead of the expectations and 
opinions of others.”  
Roy T. Bennett

She is a die-hard “coffee-holic”, as it is 
her go-to “fix” to recoup, to think, to get 
energized, or lazy meal replacer… 

The three items in her homeshe is best 
known for, would be her white couch; a 
headboard she made from an old-style 
garden gate dumpsite found; and a (not so 
secret) stash of fabrics collected over the 
years… 

Why Interior Design?
She craves the excitement of an empty 

space and the development opportunities 
for a new environment, fit for purpose. 
She jokes when saying 
“I grew up underneath my Father’s draughting 
table”. 

Her Father is an Architectural 
Technologist. She stood in awe when he 
sat draughting, working meticulously; 
planning, measuring and placing each 
line; creating a “picture” of absolute 
precision. Hand drawn sketches still have 
a nostalgia for her. “…and the electric 
eraser!!! It fascinated me… I wish I had 
one today!!!”

She lived in Germany in 1998. This 
kindled a greater awareness of the built 
environment and colossal structural 
creations. 

She studied Interior Design at the 
Pretoria Technicon (now TUT). 

She had wonderful mentors who 
instilled environmental awareness, 
structural exploration and discipline as a 
method to succeed at problem solving. 

Personal design style: 
“Plain Jane, without too much fuss”. 
Practical. My own home is mostly 

shades of neutrals, …and white!!!”

Career to date…
She made a 360 degree round-about in 

the design & construction industry since 
her studies commenced in 1999. As an 
apprentice, she learned hands-on what 
the industry requires. 

After completing her studies, she 
lectured and designed freelance before 
entering the corporate industry, as an 
Architectural Consultant. She gained 
extensive knowledge in a comprehensive 
network of leaders in the built 
environment industry, which lead her to 
become part of a construction company. 

For the next four years she thrived on 
24/7 deadline driven determination to 
materialize what other designers envisage 
on paper. To date, the opportunity as the 
Site Manager for the Main Contractor 
for a high-end hotel group’s 5-star hotel 
renovation, while still fully operational, 
stands stands out as one of the greatest 
challenges from which she learned the 
most.

The desire to create and envisage lead 
her “back to the drawing board” as an 
Architectural Project Manager.  The 
“if I ever had the opportunity to teach 

again” idea materialized in 2017 as Head 
of Department in the Interior Design 
Department at a tertiary education 
institution, in Potchefstroom. 

Ultimate dream project: 
To design and construct her own off-

the-grid, self-sustaining earth ship to live 
in. 

Where to next? 
“…time will tell. For now, I’ll embrace 

each challenge as an opportunity for 
self-transformation”.  Perhaps learning 
the tricks of the trade to become a world 
traveler AND get paid for it…?

Potchefstroom Academy and SAAHST 
Campus is situated in Potchefstroom. 
The Academy offers full-time accredited 
qualifications in: 

Photography, Interior Design, 
Somatology, Cosmetology, Therapeutic 
Massage, Aromatherapy, Reflexology, 
Hairdressing and Business Studies. 

Diploma in Interior Design (NQF level 
6) – 3 years full time.

The scope of this interior design 
qualification includes subjects such as:  
Design Theory, Interior Design in Practice, 
Building Science Theory, Technical 
Documentation and Specification.

www.iidprofessions.org.za

IID

dw

North West IID 
Ambassador 

Corne du Toit
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to Easylife Stellenbosch, Easylife Somerset 
West, Andy De Klerk Cabinetworks, 
Franco and Son, Quantum Leap, Spotlight 
Joinery and Top Living.

Supplier member award
This esteemed award is to acknowledge 

the KSA supplier members who have gone 
above and beyond with their service and 
product levels as voted for by the Western 
Cape kitchen members. Congratulations 
to Grass who received the Gold award, 
Loubser Wood who received the Silver 
award and De Mountford Doors who 
received the Bronze award.

10 Year Awards
Congratulations to Loubser Wood, 

Roco Cape Town and Davidsons Ottery 
who celebrated 10 years of membership 
with the KSA.

20 Year Awards 
Congratulations to Joos Joiners who 

celebrated 20 years of membership with 
the KSA.

Member Participation Award
This is a new award and is given in 

acknowledgment of members who have 
actively participated in KSA Activities 
and opportunities. They have really 
shown their ongoing commitment to 

utilizing the facilities that the KSA has 
put in place to enhance their business and 
have shown consistent support through 
their involvement. Congratulations to 
Cosentino, Electrolux Kwikot, Easylife 
Management Cape Town and Easylife 
Table View.
Meritorious Service Award

This is a new category and was awarded 
to an individual or company that has gone 
above and beyond in their service to the 
KSA and the greater KSA Community. 
Congratulations to Tersia De Wet from 
Easylife Management, Nico Claase from 
Franke, Wayne Rossouw from Davidsons 
Boards and Justin Berry from PG Bison.
Industry Partner Award. 

This is a new category and was awarded 
to the IID and SAFI for their contribution 
and the value they add to the KSA and 
its members.Our KZN members were 
treated to a fun ‘speak-easy’ style dinner 
at the 9th Avenue Waterside yacht club 
with Patrick Walker (chairman of KZNIA 
and founder/president of Walker Smith 
Architects) as guest speaker.  Walker 
gave the guests an insightful talk on the 
developments that are expected in KZN 
in the near future and what that will mean 
for the building industry as a whole in the 
region.  The elegant event was attended by 
over a hundred people and was a perfect 
way for members to thank their key 
clients and staff.

We would also like to take the time to 
welcome the new members that have 
joined the KSA over the past few months:
• Core Cabinets and Interiors–Cape Town
• Cozi Homes – Eastern Cape
• Interior Fusion – Cape Town
• Kitchen Depot – KZN

• KTB Cupboards – Gauteng
• Board Mart – Gauteng
• KZN Boards – KZN
• Continua – Cape Town
• Stone Co – KZN
• Fit – National member
• Rehau

The KSA offices will be closing on the 20 
December and reopening in stages from 
the 6-15 January.  The last date that we 
will be able to process disputes requiring 
a site inspection will be 6 December.  Any 
site inspections required after that date 
will be scheduled for January.

We wish everyone a peaceful and 
relaxing holiday season and would like 
to thank all our members and industry 
partners for their ongoing support.

www.ksa.co.za

KSA
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Despite this being the silly season 
for the kitchen industry, the 
KSA managed to host several 

successful year-end events.  
KSA Gauteng held two events, 

a business breakfast and a product 
networking evening.  Smeg kindly offered 
us their showroom to host a talk about 
the JBCC contract and how our members, 
as sub-contractors, should manage it.  
The talk was presented by Brad Boertje, 
who is a QS and Arbitrator. Brad took 
our members through the JBCC and 
MBSA sub-contract agreements to 
explain how they operate, how they 
need to be administered, the risks you 
can expose yourself to, and the pitfalls 
contained therein. Brad also explained 
the importance of managing risk properly 
from tender stage to final account. Some 
aspects of business rescue where also 
discussed.  This was a huge value add to 
those Gauteng members that work with 
the JBCC contract.

The product networking evening was 
hosted by Sonae Arauco, Cosentino 
and FIT.  Sonae launched 5 new on-
trend decors; Cosentino showcased 
their impressive collections, and FIT 
introduced us to their wide range of 

products.  The more than a hundred 
guests were spoilt to lucky-draw prizes, 
delicious food by At Your Place Catering 
and a sponsored gin tasting from Whitley 
Neil.

Western Cape ended their events for 
the year with their industry awards. We 
were honored to be able to acknowledge 
and celebrate our Western Cape members 
at the brunch event held at the Building 
Centre.   Various awards were handed 
out to our members including four new 
categories of Awards. The awards and 
accolades celebrated were:

Service Awards  
These were given to all Kitchen 

Manufacturers and Stone/Surface 
Fabricators who did not have a dispute 
resulting in a site inspection during 2018. 
Congratulations to : Andy De Klerk 
Cabinetworks, Conti Kitchens, Franco 
and Son, Gardner Interiors, Joos Joiners, 
Kitchen Studio, Quantum Leap Designs, 
Space Interiors, Spotlight Joinery, Kitchen 
and Cupboard Factory, Top Living, 
Tosca Kitchens, Easylife Paarl, Easylife 
Table view, Easylife City Bowl, Easylife 
Tygervalley, Easylife Somerset West, 
Easylife Stellenbosch, EasylifeTokai, 

Easylife Kenilworth, Easylfe Hermanus, 
Sangengalo Marble & Granite, Infin8 
Surfacing, Womag and Rock and Stone.

Five-year Service Awards
This is new category and was awarded 

to all Kitchen Manufacturers who have 
not had a complaint leading to a site 
inspection for five years. Congratulations 
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PRODUCT 
DESIGN

OKHA explores the concept of 
transition and mutability in 
the design and function of new 

coffee and dining tables TECTRA and 
MORPHEUS. Marble, a metamorphic 
rock, is produced by other rock types 
forming interlocking crystals making it 
an ideal stone to represent the concept 
of change and flux. OKHA Creative 
Director Adam Court has hand selected 
polished Calcatta Vagli marble for its fluid 
appearance and contrasting veining which 
appears as seismic motion immortalized 
in stone.
“TECTRA explores the concept that every-
thing from materials and ideas to anatomic 
elements are in a perpetual state of flux and 
that change is our only constant.” - Creative 
Director, Adam Court.

Tectra is made of three separate 
“Tectonic” plates or smaller side tables 
that interlock to combine as the TECTRA 
coffee table. Being modular, the design 
reinforces the concept of a permanently 
evolving and shifting world at a macro 
level.

OKHA
TECTRA & MORPHEUS
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PRODUCT 
DESIGN

MORPHEUS
Morpheus draws inspiration from 

Greek mythology and is named after the 
Greek God Morpheus.

In Greek mythology, Morpheus is 
associated with shifting shape and form in 
the context of sleep, and the manifestation 
of dreams. The double trapezoid shape of 
the marble tabletop is designed to invite 
cross table dialogue and communal 
interaction.
“ Morpheus symbolizes metamorphoses and 
transition bringing form to the subconscious 
in the shape of dreams.” - Creative Director, 
Adam Court

Natural materials that have inherent 
character and improve over time are 
a signature in many OKHA pieces, 
illustrated in MORPHEUS by the use 
of marble and the solid brass inlay and 
waxed steel legs.

TECTRA and MORPHEUS are both 
born out of the exclusive OKHA interior 
project Clifton Terraces.

Photography by Niel Vosloo
www.okha.com

dw
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DESIGN 
TRENDS

Inclusivity, sustainabilty, generational 
confrontation in a tech world, self 
care and a new concept of home. 

The second edition of NEXT DESIGN 
PERSPECTIVES, conference by 
ALTAGAMMA, presented the new trends 
for design and creativity.  

Gucci Hub, Milan, October 29, 2019. 
The second edition of NEXT DESIGN 
PERSPECTIVES, the design conference 
conceived by Altagamma today revealed 
six key trends that will have an impact on 
people’s lifestyles and businesses.

WGSN, the international trend 
forecasters and data scientists who have 
been analysing and researching trends for 

over 20 years, presented the six key trends 
that include the need to revolutionise 
internal systems, how our consumption 
methods are developing, the changing 
nature of home, the effects of an aging 
population, a demand for inclusive design 
and the rise of digital craftsmanship.    

Andrea Illy, Chairman of Altagamma, 
said: “The second edition of NEXT 
DESIGN PERSPECTIVES confirms 
itself as a moment of reflection on 
how to interpret necessary change in 
design thinking and strategy. We thank 
the Curator Deyan Sudjic, Director of 
the Museum of Design in London, for 
bringing together this group of important 

international speakers - academics, 
scientists, innovators and designers - 
who offered visitors new perspectives 
to imagine new evolutionary and 
regenerative paths”

6 KEY TRENDS FOR DESIGN AND 
CREATIVITY

1. THE AGE OF SYSTEMS
Designing better systems will become 

even more crucial than the design of the 
products themselves. We will move from 
product-focused design towards systemic 
design – for example, replacing linear 
supply chains with circular resource 
models. It is now time for brands to 
rethink internal systems to maximise 
long-term opportunities.

2. THE END OF MORE
In the future, people will want access 

over ownership; instead of having more 
things, they will simply want their desires 
fulfilled. This shift will take the form of an 
immaterial economy based on emotions, 
experiences and knowledge. People will 
be looking for quality over quantity in 
their consumption, and finding different 
ways to do so, including the rental 
economy and resourceful essentials. 

3. THE HOME HUB
Our concept of home is changing, and 

so is what we do in both personal and 
public spaces. Home is becoming a key 
space for innovation, both for comfort 
and for community as consumers bring 
more activities into their immediate 
surroundings. The home is largely seen 
as a space for self-improvement, self-care, 
and community. Driven by the need for 
calm and comfort it will continue to be a 
growing market

4. THE AGE GAP
There is an intergenerational clash. 

In some parts of the world, companies 
must take into account the increase in 
population longevity, while in other 
parts of the world, especially in emerging 
economies, the population is growing 
younger and brands need to know how 
to address the opportunities that these 
generations represent.

5. INCLUSIVE NETWORKS
Design for all will ramp up in 2021, as 

universal design strategies are adopted by 
governments, institutes and brands alike. 
As consumer demand for inclusive design 
grows, diversity will be recognised and 
celebrated across a fuller spectrum. 

6. DIGITAL CRAFTSMANSHIP
Going forward, product-less stores will 

provide a more immersive and engaging 
shopping journey, while digital-only 
clothing and interiors unlock limitless 
creativity for the next generation of 

designers. Purpose-driven Gen Z and 
Millennials will also embrace the idea 
of digital design as it presents a new 
opportunity to tackle the desire for 
newness while creating more sustainable 
design systems.

Designed by Altagamma in partnership 
with ICE Agency and Fiera Milano, 
NEXT DESIGN PERSPECTIVES 2019 
was curated by Deyan Sudjic, Director of 
the Design Museum of London.

The speakers who participated in 
NEXT DESIGN PERSPECTIVES 2019: 
Klaus Busse, Head of EMEA FCA Design; 
Adrian Cheng, Founder of K11; Roberto 
Cingolani, former Scientific Director 
of the Italian Institute of Technology 
and Leonardo’s Chief Technology and 
Innovation Officer; Claudia D’Arpizio, 
Partner of Bain & Company; Sara Ferrero, 
CEO of Valextra; Caroline Issa, CEO and 
Fashion Director of Tank; Philipp Rode, 
Executive Director, LSE (London School 
of Economics and Political Science) 
Cities; the designers David Chipperfield, 
Ilse Crawford, Tom Dixon, Piero Lissoni 
and Patricia Urquiola; Marcus Engman, 
former Head of Design of IKEA and 
Creative Director of Skewed; chef Davide 
Oldani, Nadja Swarovski, Executive Board 
Member of Swarovski; Vittorio Radice, 
Vice President of Rinascente; Carlo Ratti, 
Director of the Senseable City Lab at 
MIT in Boston; Hong Zhou, President of 
Huawei’s Research Institutes in Europe 
and Russia and Lisa White, WGSN’s 
Director of Lifestyle & Interiors and 
Future Innovations. Moderators: Johanna 

Future trends for design and creativity

Deyan Sudjic

Andrea Illy
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DESIGN 
TRENDS

Agerman Ross, Founder of DISEGNO and 
Curator of contemporary and twentieth 
century design at the Victoria & Albert 
Museum in London and Tony Chambers, 
Creative Director, Design Consultant, 
Editor (former Director of Wallpaper *) 
and Founder of TC & Friends .

“Made in Italy is a value: specifically 
it is the third best known brand in the 
world,” says Carlo Ferro, President of 
the ICE Agency, “And design is the 

beating heart of this brand. Design means 
creativity, manufacturing and innovation. 
Also thanks to this, Italy is the second 
largest manufacturing country in Europe. 
ICE Agency supports NEXT DESIGN 
PERSPECTIVES because it wants to be 
included in an important moment of 
reflection on these issues and, in harmony 
with our goal of promoting the excellence 
of Made in Italy, an aid in spreading 
awareness of the great potential and 

modernity of the international markets”.
According to Fabrizio Curci, CEO 

of Fiera Milano, “NEXT DESIGN 
PERSPECTIVES represents a strategic 
event for Made in Italy and for companies 
that find stimuli and innovative tools here 
to exploit their growth potential. Fiera 
Milano, also through participation in this 
event, supports Made in Italy products 
even beyond the boundaries of the Fair “.

#nextdesignperspectives
Flooring
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HARD AND SOFT
by Mila Crewe Brown

The flooring industry is constantly 
evolving as trends play a major part in 
steering it. Furthermore, advancements 
in technology continue to nudge the 
aesthetics of floors and their green 
credentials forward. Generally speaking, 
the hard flooring sector is being driven by 
the need for durability as well as natural 
and authentic looks, whether vinyl, 
laminate or engineered. 

An important factor in that natural 
aesthetic is the protective and colour coat, 
which comes in oil form and is typically 
a matt coat. Where oils are concerned, 
harmful VOC’s (volatile organic 
compounds) have become a major 
threat to both man and the environment. 
Companies like Rubio Monocoat, 
however, have answered the call with the 
first oil that has a 0% VOC rating.  

In terms of layout, two trends are still 
leading the industry: herringbone, which 

is a throwback to classic parquet floors 
and transitional, which combines two 
different materials, say laminate and tiles, 
and borders the two against one another 
to create a dynamic aesthetic.

There’s no denying that vinyls and 
laminates still cannot be compared to 
hardwood (both solid and engineered), 
however, the cost-effectiveness and low 
maintenance of the former remain a 
huge pull for many. Digital technology 
has progressed to the point that some 
vinyls and laminates are gaining on 
hardwood for their look and feel. Quick-
Step is arguably the world leader for the 
hardiest laminate around; with its 100% 
waterproof rating it can even be used in 
the bathroom.

Vinyl has seen major transitions with 
a host of new graphic finishes that mimic 
stone, concrete and wood and is on its 
way to being perceived as a sustainable 
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flooring solution. For example, Oneflor 
Europe’s Alter One vinyl recently 
scooped Germany’s prestigious Blue 
Angel award for its green ratings and 
is free of PVC, plasticizers, phthalates, 
halogens and heavy metals. Luxury Vinyl 
Tile has overtaken traditional vinyl for 
its hardiness, while SPC (stone plastic 
composite) is the modern alternative 
to LVT due to the fact that its core layer 
is impregnated with a limestone mix, 
offering impressive plank rigidity and 
water proofing from both the top and 
bottom.

At the top end of the market, the beauty 
of hardwood flooring is that no two 
planks are ever the same, resulting in a 
look that is 100% authentic. Furthermore, 
dents and scratches can be treated with 
oils and water damaged click-lock planks 
(rather than glued planks) can always be 
replaced one by one.

In the carpeting sector, the latest trends 
reveal an appetite for geometric and 
colour blocked graphics, with muted and 
pastel tones a major feature. At the same 
time, there has been a surge in natural 
fibre carpeting as well as green materials, 
resulting in the introduction of recycled 
materials as well as recyclable carpeting. 
For its use of regenerated nylon, a yarn 
comprised of recycled carpets and 

FLOORING

discarded fishing nets gathered from the 
ocean, Sedna carpeting by Associated 
Weavers won Gold in the Environmental 
sector at this year’s National Flooring 
Innovation Awards.

Leading the charge for its championing 
of traditional craftsmanship and 
contemporary design, The Rug Company 
has been breaking the mould in the 
soft flooring industry thanks to its now 
famous collaborations with some of the 
world’s most influential designers. Forget 
your classic tweed or striped patterns, 
we’re talking inspired, design-centric 
motifs created in the specific language of a 
designer like Kelly Wearstler for example. 

Their latest release, the Mary Katrantzou 
collection, combines this famous fashion 
designer’s feminine aesthetic in hyper 
real detail thanks to the collection’s hand 
knotted composition. Overtly floral, 
botanical and inspired by the natural 
world, they make a bold statement. 

Winning Gold at this year’s 
International Wool Carpet & Rug Awards 
was Alternative Flooring for their Zoffany 
Boutique collection, which reveals just 
how much the boundaries are being 
broken in this industry. Typically a textile 
and wall coverings company, and one with 
major street cred in the luxury sector, the 
collab resulted in a sophisticated and 
exciting wall to wall carpeting collection 
inspired by Zoffany’s 1920’s inspired Muse 
collection of fabrics and wallpapers. Our 
absolute favourite is their Serpentine 
design for its sophisticated, on-trend 
marbled effect. dw
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Offering an extensive range of 
one-of-a-kind professionally 
curated, designer, hand-

knotted carpets imported from around 
the world, from modern, contemporary 
and transitional to the finest Persian 
Carpets in South Africa, Paras Carpets’ 
spectacular designs complement and 
enhance any design and style. Paras 
Carpets in Kramer Road, Kramerville 
is a family owned and operated 
business and they pride themselves 
on their hands-on personal service to 
their customers.  A complimentary 
Decor Service is offered, whereby one 
of the extremely knowledgeable and 
professionally Interior Design trained 
team come out to your home or office 

with several carpet options, place 
the expertly chosen pieces with your 
furniture and give you the opportunity 
to view the carpets in-situ.  The team 
works closely with designers, decorators 
and you personally to find the perfect 
carpet for your space. Their carpet 
ranges are super on-trend, exciting and 
very now, while somehow maintaining 
a timeless, effortless chic.  Visit their 
website parascarpets@yahoo.com to get a 
snapshot of the exclusive collections. 

Paras Carpets are extremely excited to 
offer their latest collections of spectacular 
modern splashes of colour, funky 
geometric designs, luxurious silky and 
embossed textures and authentic vintage 
carpets.

www.parascarpets.com

FLOORING
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Paras Carpets 

Exclusive Luxury 
Underfoot

Belgotex is proud to have 
collaborated on a new luxury 
development in the financial 

hub of Sandton. Towering above even 
the Carlton Centre, which has held the 
honour of “tallest building in South 
Africa” since 1973, the 55-story Leonardo 
is proof that South Africa is on the rise.

 Still, it’s not just size that matters, 
but what you do with it that counts, 
and the R3-billion lifestyle destination 
is a mixed-use space comprising retail, 
office, conferencing, restaurants, a gym, 
manicured roof-top garden, heated pools, 
a crèche, 200 residential apartments and a 
R350-million penthouse.

The Legacy Group’s contemporary 
masterpiece employed the interior 
design talents of Stephen Falcke and 
Varoom, who, when tasked with creat-
ing South Africa’s ultimate lifestyle 
experience naturally embraced the latest 
in technology and energy efficiency – 
choosing to collaborate with Belgotex.

Eight wall-to-wall custom broadloom 
carpet designs have been used in the 

apartments, passages, conference areas 
and public spaces; while a custom 
tufted tile features in the office spaces, a 
Specialised Vinyl is used in the kitchen 
and a Luxury Vinyl Tile in the gym.

The Leonardo is not just the largest 
project of its kind that Belgotex has had 
the opportunity to work on, but the most 
creative and complex too. And while it’s 
exciting to have so many of their custom 
designs go into one building, as well as 
being able to showcase the full offering 
of soft floorcoverings, the highlight is a 
collaborative mural completed with The 
Trinity Session.

Capturing the artists’ vision on a carpet 
was a unique challenge, which pushed the 

Belgotex design team to fully flex the best 
of their creativity when manufacturing 
the 30-metre custom piece inspired by 
local art and design. 

This custom mural, together with 
the wall-to-wall custom broadloom 
carpeting, Specialised Vinyl and 
Luxury Vinyl Tiles all feature in the 
55-story Leonardo. As a proud African 
manufacturer Belgotex is confident 
that while many will stand in awe of 
the 234-metre high building scraping 
the Sandton skyline, they’ll be equally 
impressed by what’s underfoot.

 
www.belgotex.co.za

Rise South 
Africa Rise

Belgotex reaches new 
heights by flooring South 

Africa’s tallest building

dw
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Hospitality

Interface, the world’s largest modular 
flooring producer and leader in 
flooring sustainability, has unveiled 

its latest collection, “Look Both Ways”, a 
collection that uses LVT and carpet tile 
to strikingly mimic concrete and terrazzo 
surfaces. 

KBAC Flooring, now in its 50th year 
of operations, is the sole SA supplier of 
Interface flooring.

Interface’s latest carbon-neutral 
collection offers designers a trendy 
concrete and terrazzo flooring 
appearance coupled with the acoustic, 
low-maintenance and high-performance 
benefits of luxury vinyl tile (LVT) and 
carpet tile. 

With this new Interface flooring 
system, LVT and carpet (all 50 x 50cm) 
can be effectively installed side-by-side 
to achieve integrated flooring without 
transition strips. A variety of patterns, 
textures and colourways, allows for 
unlimited design combinations with eight 
products comprising four carpet tiles and 
four LVT designs. 

“Look Both Ways” designs provide 
a smooth transition from hard to soft 
surfaces. The collection’s approach to 
terrazzo and concrete features diversity of 

colour and texture while absorbing more 
sound than most alternative flooring 
offerings. 

The new collection’s concrete-inspired 
carpet and LVT designs – such as “Step in 
Time”, “Step it Up”, “Step this Way”, “Walk 
of Life”, and “Walk About” – complement 
the liveliness of confetti-inspired “Step 
Aside” carpet tiles, “Walk the Aisle” LVT, 
and “Walk on By” LVT.  “Walk on By” 
in particular offers a youthful lift within 
the collection, achieving a terrazzo-
like aesthetic in both bright and neutral 
colour combinations. 

Marrying purpose and function with 
design, “Look Both Ways” brings together 
unlikely, but striking, combinations of 
materials that draw from both the natural 
and man-made. Monolithic textures 
denoting gravity and substance here 
live alongside joyful colour and light-
hearted confetti to create the ultimate 
combination of hard and soft flooring that 
work together effortlessly. 

“Look Both Ways” provides flexibility in 
design without a damaging environmental 
footprint, as the carpet tile is made from 
recycled nylon. 

www.kbacflooring.co.za

New interface collection seamlessly blends 
Carpet and LVT

dw
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More than ever, travellers are 
criss-crossing the world; be 
it to enjoy a far-off dream 

holiday or to attend an international 
business conference or event.

Whatever the case and wherever the 
destination, after a long and often tiring 
trip, discerning globe-trotters visiting 
any hotel or lodge are likely to search for 
an ambience and interior that will make 
them want to stay, even to return, time 
and again. 

This may mean different ‘strokes’ 
for different ‘folks’: Some may prefer a 
completely ‘unplugged’ sojourn at an 
eco-friendly place that will revitalise 
body, mind and soul and appeal to all 
the senses in an authentic, enriching and 
very personal way. Others may opt for a 
buzzing and vibrant establishment with 
all the amenities and hi-tech facilities 
they have at home or at the office to stay 
connected.  As a result, the hospitality 
industry is increasingly obliging with 
a range of different and tailor-made 
offerings and options to meet travellers’ 
every need and want.

Getting it right 
All well and good, but in this fiercely 

competitive environment only those 
hotels and lodges that truly get it right 
in terms of ambience, decor, design 
and service are likely to rise above the 
clutter and benefit from word-of-mouth 
advertising. Key to setting the right look, 
feel and tone that will lure repeat visitors 
and thus secure a hotel or lodge its place 
under the hospitality sun, is an interior 
that grabs customers’ attention and 
persuades them to stay. 

Local appeal
Tapping into South Africa’s rich cultural 

diversity and incorporating local art 
and artefacts, hospitality establishments 
can go a long way in wowing even the 

most fastidious traveller with a uniquely 
local flavour in terms of interior 
design, ambience and décor. In fact, an 
immersion in African art and crafts will 
provide guests with a lasting experience 
that they can share with others and take 
home with them. 

Sustainability
Today’s eco-conscious travellers are 

also much more focused on sustainability 
than before, so it makes perfect sense to 
incorporate reclaimed and repurposed 
materials into the design and interior. 
Recycled products like pens, paper pads, 
cups and bathroom amenity bottles 
labelled with universal recycling/recycled 
content symbols, reusable laundry bags 
made from washable materials, LED 
light fixtures, make-up mirrors and 
energy-efficient mini-fridges that reduce 
toxins in the environment are but a few 
examples that should go down well with 
eco-conscious travellers.

Many African artefacts that are skilfully 
crafted from reclaimed materials and 
which are incorporated into the design 
and interiors are also bound to appeal 
to eco-conscious travellers. Likewise, 
a whole range of products sourced 
from South Africa’s natural habitat – 
from wooden lamps and grass carpets 
to candles, ceramics and bathroom 
accessories (such as Modjadji soap) can 
further enhance any leisure interior to 
enthral guests.

HOSPITALITY

Technology
Hotels and lodges wishing to attract 

a fair slice the growing business tourist 
market, should ensure that their 
interiors also incorporate state-of-the art 
technology - from touch-screen or facial 
recognition check-in devices to high-
speed Wi-Fi and plasma screens.

Even robots – like the Hilton’s robot 
concierge, ‘Connie’, which uses speech 
recognition and AI to respond to queries 
from customers and intelligently learn 
from interactions – are likely to become 
part and parcel of the hospitality scene in 
the not too distant future. The Henn-na 
Hotel in Japan has set the pace and made 
headlines for being the world’s first robot-
staffed hotel, with robots being used as 
front desk staff, customer information 
tools and even as luggage porters.

Wellness
As the wellness mind-set is gaining 

traction worldwide and an increasing 
number of both leisure and business 
travellers are focused on wellness, also 
en-route hospitality establishments that 
meet these needs with wellness options 
like yoga classes, spinning sessions, spa 
treatments, even “hydration stations” 
with fruit-infused water, stand to reap 
rich benefits. 

In conclusion: Irrespective of the 
positioning of a hotel or lodge, to best 
service a particular market segment, the 
right kind of interior, namely one that is 
functional, attractive and beneficial to the 
quality of life of the occupants or visitors, 

is paramount to improve name, fame and, 
most importantly, profit. 

Sailing away
Do you ever dream of inheriting a large 

sum of money so that you can sail away 
into the sunset on a luxury super yacht 
with every amenity and gadget you can 
wish for, available at the push of a button?

Should your dream come true, you will 
be able to pick and choose from a range 
of luxurious yachts with interiors – and 
views - that will take your breath away! 

Floating palaces in every respect, many 
of the world’s super yachts are created 
and designed by teams of experienced 

craftsmen and artisans who have been 
specially trained in all methods of interior 
manufacturing and finishing. The results 
are truly astounding.

Thanks to advances in glass 
manufacturing, some super yachts, for 
example, even have underwater viewing 
rooms complete with theatre-style seating 
so that you can witness breathtaking 
scenes beneath the waves.

The luxurious on-board lifestyle is 
further enhanced by impressive theatres, 
entertainment areas, swimming pools, 
wellness centres, spas, regal bedrooms, 
lounges and TV rooms, all sporting 
designer furniture and elegant décor. 

And as wining and dining is one of 
the favourite pastimes on a super yacht, 
most of these exclusive vessels are decked 
out with spectacular galleys that allow 
guests to speak directly to the chef while 
watching their meals take shape and enjoy 
their food hotter and fresher. 

And needless to say, whether one uses 
a yacht for pleasure or work, you would 
want to stay connected with cutting-
edge technology that will meet all your 
audio-visual and communication needs. 
In fact, according to systems integration 
specialist, Videoworks, “having a single 
synchronised on-board system that takes 
care of audio, video, room lighting and IT 
operations is one of the key requests made 
by super yacht owners and charter guests.” 

Bon voyage! dw

Setting the tone
by Wilma de Bruin

www.seatsahead.co.za
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to about 2 million pieces of data, were 
converted into usable data strings, so that 
the team could choreograph content that 
corresponded to the building’s existing 
technical infrastructure. Converting the 
data one by one would have taken about 
4 years to finish. 

“Before a show, we have a moment 
where the installation is in a dormant 
state; the lights are ambient, fluid”, 
mentioned Antoine Saint-Maur, 
Multimedia Director at Float4. “At that 
moment, we want guests to be able to 
congregate in anticipation, collectively 
anticipating the start of the show. When 
in Las Vegas, people make their way over 
to the Bellagio Fountain Show and there’s 
this brief period where time stands still in 
eagerness as everyone gathers for this one 
monumental experience. That’s the feeling 
we want to create with the shows; we want 
to create a moment for Hard Rock guests 
and fans to come together and watch a 
daily celebration,” he added. 

“At DCL, our goal for the Hard Rock was 
to give life to a monumental establishment 
through digital presence and creative 
solutions. Having worked with Float4 
before, we knew that the studio’s combined 
technological and creative capabilities 
would be instrumental for the project. 
Along with our other service providers, 

Float4 contributed to our project goal 
by developing and programming three 
unique shows that will make this hotel 
the real attraction in South Florida 
for years to come,” said Mr. Jeff Gantz, 
Director of Creative Technologies at DCL 
Communications. 

A variety of shows will be presented by 
Float4: The Grand Opening Spectacle 
(only on October 24th):

This show established the guitar as an 
architectural icon. As the crowd ambiance 
built through the early evening, the official 
guitar SMASH experience marked the 

beginning of a custom drum sequence, 
triggering a bold guitar activation. The 
show was a journey through different 
decades, musical styles & energies.

Sunset Ceremony (the daily opening 
show): 

The goal for this show is to set the 
festive tone of every evening following the 
grand opening. 

Smooth
This show is an homage to the end of 

the classic rock era as it transitioned to 
contemporary music.

HOSPITALITY
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Grand Opening of 
The First Guitar-Shaped Hotel in the World

In a project managed, directed, 
engineered and installed by DCL 
(Design Communications Ltd)., 

Float4, an award-winning creative agency 
based in Montreal specializing in the 
integration of digital experiences into 
physical space, is proud to have designed 
and produced the digital light spectacle 
for the grand opening of the Seminole 
Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in the city 
of Hollywood, Florida. Float4 has also 
designed two more daily shows for the 
hotel’s LED  façade. A first in the hotel 
and leisure industry around the world, 
the 400-ft tall guitar-shaped hotel is part 
of a property expansion estimated at $1.5 
billion.

Float4’s expertise was brought on by 
DCL (Design Communications Ltd.), 
a Boston-based leading fabricator 
of architectural specialties including 
integrated digital media, custom signage, 
rebranding, wayfinding, and themed 
entertainment.

For this project, Float4 assembled a 
creative team to develop, produce and 
integrate generative and sound reactive 
content for the front-facing facade of 
the Guitar Hotel. When devising content 

for the Hard Rock Hotel project, Float4 
wanted each show to have a purpose 
- a narrative and theme that evoke an 
emotional response in the audience. The 
shows will be a testament to how music 
has been instrumental in defining the 
legacy of Hard Rock hotels, restaurants 
and entertainment properties around 
the world. All the content is managed 
on a single 4 Karat media server from 
RealMotion’s Gold Series, and the shows 
will run from sundown to sunrise every 
night.

The front  façade of the hotel is both a 
media system and a dynamic sculpture - 
the building is lined with 16,800 V-Sticks 
(video fixtures using high-performance 
LEDs), which serve as a screen and stage to 
daily musical showcases. During a show, 
each V-Stick will light up with different 
colours, speeds, patterns or directions, 
depending on the content sequence the 
Float4 team designed. Float4 worked with 
DCL and SACO Technologies, a pioneer 
company dedicated to advancing solid-
state LED technology in applications with 
lighting and media, to programme and 
choreograph the shows.

A 3D CAD model of the hotel was 

created to pixel map each individual 
V-Stick, including its position on the 
building, the direction it was facing, 
and its signal flow. The team needed to 
create a lookup table that the 4 Karat 
RealMotion server could use to sample 
content from the model and output to 
the building itself. Using a parsing script 
written by Float4’s software developer, 
those components, which amounted 
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South Africa’s leading designers – 
including design duo Silvio Rech 
and Lesley Carstens, Stephen 

Falcke, Donald Nxumalo, Buzwe Mabuza, 
Yvonne O’Brien, Amanda Elliott, Bilala 
Mabuza and Ayesha Nobanda – are 
adding their talent to ensure that Steyn 
City’s soon to be launched City Centre is a 
destination like no other.

Steyn City has always been known 
as an address without parallel, thanks 
to amenities such as a world class 
equestrian centre, Jack Nicklaus-design 
championship golf course and award 
winning clubhouse, indoor Aquatic 
Centre, kilometres of promenade to run, 
walk, or cycle, and a plethora of outside 
activities, including fishing dams, skate 
park, children’s play nodes and outdoor 
gym parks.

Now, with a further investment of 
R5,5 billion into the development, the 
parkland is readying itself to realise its 
Vision 2020: the creation of South Africa’s 
ultimate holiday lifestyle destination. 
This will be made possible by the launch 
of the City Centre next year, lifting Steyn 

City from the ranks of other prestigious 
South African destinations with an 
offering of 700 luxury apartments and 11 
penthouses. The development includes 
numerous roof-top pools, a resort pool, 
a piazza lined with exclusive boutiques 
and eateries, and a beautifully treed 
central park. Entirely pedestrianised, the 
City Centre introduces a new level of 
convenience and easy living – it even has 
its own heliport, fitted with office suites, 
washroom, coffee bars and lounges – so 
that busy executives can skip the traffic on 
the way to their next meeting.

Impressive though this is, the highlight 
of the City Centre is undoubtedly the 
300m lagoon, complete with beach areas, 
kiosk, and kiddies’ waterpark which is 
currently under construction. 

“The lifestyle we are offering simply 
cannot be beat: imagine leaving your 
exquisite apartment to enjoy a beach 
day at the lagoon and its VIP area, 
catch a chopper from the heliport for 
that all important meeting or getaway, 
preferential tee off times through your golf 
membership, while your horse is liveried 

South Africa’s 
leading designers 

add their flair to 
Steyn City’s 
City Centre

in the finest stable yard,” says Tammy 
Menton, Group Head of Marketing and 
Events, Steyn City Properties.

The City Centre’s Phase I – comprising 
220 apartments – launches next year.

“In the four years since we first 

introduced Steyn City to the market, 
our parkland has gained a reputation 
for providing everything residents could 
possibly need for a lifestyle rooted in 
wellbeing, from well-equipped workout 
zones to hundreds of kilometers of track 
for running and cycling; from onsite 

restaurants to an outstanding education 
campus and world-class commercial 
park,” further adds Menton. “It all adds 
up to a saving of hundreds of hours 
that would otherwise be spent in traffic 
or driving to facilities; hours that our 
residents can now spend doing the things 
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Fabrics

they love, with the people they love. With 
the City Centre, this ethos is being taken 
one step further. We’ve created a lifestyle 
that simply cannot be beat, bringing the 
beach to South Africa’s business hub.”

Architect, Bryan Charters of SCAD 
(Steyn City Architecture and Design) 
adds that the designers who have been 
commissioned to bring the project to life 
and enhance an island/holiday lifestyle 
destination represent the cream of South 
Africa’s creative thinking. The heavily 
awarded Stephen Falcke, who – along 
with design couple Silvio Rech and Lesley 
Carstens - is responsible for transforming 
two of the City Centre’s 11 penthouses 
into exquisite homes, is perhaps best 
known for his work at the Saxon Hotel 
and Villas, although he has also left a mark 

on properties from Israel to France and 
Australia. Rech and Carstens, meanwhile, 
have gained a reputation as the safari 
destination dream team, having created 
welcoming havens at a number of the 
world’s leading lodges. The duo further 
brings to the City Centre the island-style 
vision they have honed through their 
involvement in private island destination 
developments in Madagascar and the 
Seychelles. The Design Collective’s 
Amanda Elliott is also lending her 
inimitable touch to the project. Elliott’s 
award-winning international work is 
characterised by an accent on efficiency 
and practicality. Then there’s Bilala 
Mabuza, whose hallmark use of texture 
and colour borrows heavily from African 
inspiration, as well as Buzwe Mabuza, 

a designer led always by the ethos that 
design allows for the possibility of seeing 
our dreams come to life. Highly sought 
after, Yvonne O’Brien from The Private 
House Company, describes her rooms 
as “understated, personal and quietly 
refined”, while Ayesha Nobanda prides 
herself on effortless elegance. Rounding 
off the team is Donald Nxumalo, whose 
interpretation of luxury as a multi-
layered, multi-sensory experience has 
been shaped by his cultural heritage. 

“We can’t wait to see how the designers 
put their stamp on this magnificent 
development – which will be all the more 
breathtaking for their input,” Charters 
concludes.

www.steyncity.co.za

dw
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FABRICS

Think fabrics, and this conjures 
up a pleasing palette of colours, 
designs, textures and patterns in 

the mind’s eye.
Like food and shelter, fabrics have been 

part and parcel of our lives from ancient 
times and, most likely, will continue to 
be a basic human need for some time to 
come. At this point in time, at least, it’s 
hard to imagine life without our clothing, 
blankets, linen, sofas, mattresses, 
curtains...the list is endless.

While there are only two main types of 
fabrics – natural (such as wool, cotton, silk 
and linen) and synthetic – the variety and 
styles available in each of these categories 
these days are staggering.

Trends
Just like fashion, designs and styles 

change and make way for new trends 
as seasons and years come and go, so 

It’s hot, it’s happening, it’s CITY!
Bring the outside in with the plain 

texture surface. City offers a slick edge 
and practicality to any quality interior, be 

it Office, Hospitality or Home.

www.themillfabrics.co.za

Fabulous fabrics
by Wilma de Bruin
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Certainly today there is an almost 
limitless variety of fabrics to help 
create the desired look for a hospitality 
establishment. However, particularly in 
those with a high guest turnover, high-
performance and easy-to-care-for fabrics 
and textiles suitable for a variety of 
interiors, are a must. This, in particular, 
applies to bedroom and dining room 
linen, cushions and upholstery.

As they defines a room, curtains are 
an essential part of hospitality décor. At 
the same time, the fabric influences the 
look and life of the curtain. While there 
is an almost limitless variety of attractive 
fabrics to choose from like cotton, linen, 
silk, velvet, brocade and chintz, again 
durability and easy maintenance are key 
factors to consider.

Many fabrics like silk and velvet may 
look luxurious, but they require dry 
cleaning. Instead, choose fabrics that can 
be washed and dried at home like linen 
and synthetic fabrics. Also bear in mind 
that fabrics fade or get damaged due to 
regular exposure to sun, so avoid such 
fabrics in sunny rooms. Last but not least: 

fabrics come in different patterns and 
colours, so choose them on the basis of 
the pattern and colour scheme of your 
room.

As for bedroom linen, top hospitality 
establishments know that an exceptional 
guest experience and its reputation rest 
on its ability to deliver an inviting and 
relaxing bedroom experience, so they 
will invariably opt for high-quality cotton 
sheets, of durable construction and 
simple laundering requirements. Along 
with luxurious memory foam pillows 
wrapped in silky smooth pillow cases 
woven to perfection, guests are sure to 
enjoy a heavenly night’s sleep.

BOX 
Coming a long way
“Fabrics first appeared in the Middle 

East during the Stone Age and there is 
evidence to support that people wore 
clothes as far back as 500 000 years, 
although they would have been made 
from skins, furs and reeds. The earliest 
sewing needle that has been found dates 
back to France about 19 000 BC but 

possible needles have been found that 
date back an astounding 40 000 years. 
Dyed flax fibres found in a prehistoric 
cave in Georgia, Eurasia, have been dated 
to 36 000 years ago. Evidence has been 
found of weaving in the Czech Republic, 
in the form of impressions of textiles, 
baskets and nets on clay dating back as far 
as 27 000 years.

“The oldest form of fabric manufacture 
is felting, squeezing a mat of fibres 
together in a liquid to achieve a flat, 
tangled finished material. After that came 
knitting, the interlacing of yarn using a 
needle. Then came weaving, making use 
of a complex loom or rectangular frame 
where strands of yarn are hung and then 
interlaced.

“The ancient methods of working 
textiles, knitting, felting, plain weave, 
satin weave and twill, have changed very 
little since ancient times; although the 
transport system, dyes available to us and 
the complex machinery in use mean that 
the scale and speed of production have 
increased exponentially.”

do fabrics and textiles, always bringing 
something fresh, and a new and exciting 
look to the table. For example, trending 
fabrics in 2019 included wrinkled and 
undulating, natural and authentic, 
signalling a return to simplicity, and 
celebrating all that is natural and 
authentic, rustic reimagined and denim 
rediscovered.

On the radar for 2020 are warm neutral 
colours that forecasters reckon will make 
an excellent choice for walls, but there are 

also great options for furniture, including 
sofas and bedding. And while velvet may 
not be everybody’s cup of tea, pundits 
believe velvets in just about every colour 
- vibrant blues, pinks, burnt orange and 
shades of taupe – will be steaming hot in 
2020. (https://collectedinterior.com/blog/
top-15-interior-design-trends-for-2020/)

Reuse, Recycle, Recreate has become a 
universal mantra. With topical issues like 
sustainability and cultural diversity high 
on international agendas, fabrics have 

followed suit; for example, by increasingly 
bringing outdoors indoors and by tapping 
into unique cultural features to add 
sparkle to any decor.

Well-known South African furnishing 
fabrics suppliers and wholesalers, Stuart 
Graham Fabrics, for example, have done 
just this through their Sketch Collection. 
By drawing inspiration from the wild and 
introducing outdoor creatures indoors, 
the fabrics add elements of surprise, 
quirkiness and authenticity to décor. 
Likewise, the little Puffins from Stuart 
Graham’s My World Collection  are poised 
to add a dash of beach wildness to a patio 
décor, ideal for scatters and curtains. 
Fabrics depicting Southern Africa’s rich 
cultural and ethnic heritage in a modern 
and appealing way, also in high demand.   

Sustainability will be taken up a notch at 
Heimtextil Trend Space 2020 (in January 
2020), when the Future Materials Library, 
a highlight of the event, will be presenting 
emerging sustainable material innovation 
to the interior textile industry. Focused on 
material composition and manufacturing 
innovation, each showcased sample will 
feature on-point information about each 
material’s raw origins, manufacturing 
process and potential afterlife. 

Hospitality
Fabrics – from curtains and upholstery 

to bedroom and dining room linen – set 
the mood for any hospitality space – 
with colour, pattern, texture and quality. 
Sometimes they lead the decor, other 
times they simply play a supporting 
accent role. 

FABRICS
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WALLPAPER

On The Terrace

Sasi Wallpaper is home to a wide 
range of wallpaper including the 
latest collections and wallpaper 

trends. With free wallpaper samples, 
simple how-to guides and our expert in-
store team you will be sure to buy the 
perfect wallpaper or mural for your needs. 
Our team’s guidance and can-do approach 
will leave you inspired. 

Established in 2009 Sasi Wallpaper is a 
leader in supplying clients with exquisite 
wallpapers.

Wallpaper is the one product that 
changes your space with the least amount 
of effort. If there is one thing that we 
believe at Sasi, it is that wallpaper makes 
a difference to any space, no matter how 
large or small the area.

In the Sasi shop we guide you through 
the many types of wallpapers; — not only 
various patterns but also which wallpapers 
are suitable  for specific areas.

Selecting a wall to wallpaper
When selecting a feature wall or 

statement wall to wallpaper, it is important 
to consider which wall you notice first 
when you walk into the room. Your eye 
should settle onto this wall easily.

Adding colour and interest to a wall in 
a reception, entrance, gym or living area 
uplifts the space immediately.

Create a story with a mural on your 
feature wall. Murals transform your living 
space with the least amount of effort but 
with the most impact.

Personalising your space at home and 

office determines the mood of the room. 
The good news is that it is easy to do. 
Sasi Wallpaper will help you to select and 
purchase an image from any online stock 
service or use one of your own high-
resolution pictures.

Wide offering
The wide offering of murals from 

realistic landscapes, visual textures like 
wood and concrete to graffiti are sure to 
meet everyone’s needs.

1st Floor, 14 Appel Road, Kramerville, 
Sandton, open on Saturdays for your 
convenience.

www.sasiwallpaper.co.za

The Sasi Wallpaper shop 
based in Kramerville, Sandton provides easy access 

to  readily available wallpaper and murals.
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ON THE 
TERRACE

Whether you are listening to 
rain, watching the movement 
of waves, or just gazing across 

an expanse of water, your heart beat 
slows down and your stress level drops 
a few notches by simply staring at this 
entrancing natural magic.

Researching the history of our 
emotional associations and connections 
through the history of humankind, 
people have been drawn to water like a 
moth to a candle. No wonder that many 
homeowners want to have water features 
of their own.

The tranquil sound of water 
introduces serenity into your immediate 
environment, which is ideal if you live 
in a noisy neighbourhood or in a city 
centre. Most water therapies take place 
on a mountainside or seaside, near large 
amounts of water such as seas, oceans, 
lakes and rivers. Wanting to experience 
this tranquility in or near your home – a 

water feature of your own can make this a 
reality to enjoy for many years.

Apart from the obvious emotional 
benefits mentioned, water features also 
have additional optional benefits to 
explore before we discuss size, style and 
installation.

The presence of water will always 
attracts birds, frogs and insects which are 
more likely to frequent your garden when 
there is a consistent fresh source of water 
available. Depending on the size and the 
location of your water feature, even some 
wildlife may decide to drop in.

Then there is the option of adding fish 
such as koi or goldfish to your pond, 
which may require a bit more space and 
maintenance than normal, but surely 
adds to the emotional connection of the 
environment. These little creatures are 
able to assist you with keeping the algae 
under control instead of using chemicals 
or additional maintenance.

Larger water features and fountains 
can be enhanced with plants that serve 
as natural decorations such as the ever 
popular floating water lilies or other 
water plants with rooting systems below 
the surface, and the sub-aquatic varieties 
that thrive on the water’s edge. In fact, the 
most inspiring water features are the ones 
that look as natural as possible in your 
home, garden or office environment.

Water features are even more beautiful 
when they have light shining through 
the water or reflecting off the surface 
with patterns quite unique to water. The 
reflective properties of water can make an 

environment appear bigger than it is and 
could create the impression that you are 
bonding with nature, while being caressed 

by light. In some cultures it is thought to 
be a link with the spiritual world, while 
others believe having it close means the 
blessing of the gods.

Looking at the more practical aspects 
of installing a water feature, the choices 
are endless, ranging from a simple D.I.Y. 
kit costing you a few hundred Rand to 
literally thousands depending on the 
scale of the project. Although, from the 
options available, it should be quite easy 
to find a style that could complement your 
environmental setting, most successful 
water features are custom designed and 
built. 

Modern garden spaces prefer the more 
minimalist look or Asian inspired water 
features, consisting of clean lines with a 
simplistic balance of natural space and 
décor elements. Others prefer the classic 
and old English style with round or 
antique water features with statues that 
double up as water fountains.

Pondless waterfalls are gaining 
popularity as they provide many of the 
benefits of pond waterfalls. Pondless 
waterfalls need less space and they 
give you a similar look and water effect 
without all the work.

Sheet waterfalls are without doubt the 
most popular water feature trend due 
to the clean (straight) sheet of water – 
displaying a natural element in a pristine 
and almost artificial way. This has a strange 
almost hypnotizing effect on the viewer, 
and paired with light combinations makes 
viewing at night quite exceptional.

Let it flow and 
let it glow
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ON THE 
TERRACE

photo mike hall

3  

- a range of contemporary furniture 
made for small spaces, 
both inside and out.
ref ah 1003 oly table Ø 600. 
now available with powder coated metal frames 
in various colours and sustainable american ash.

3  
hope ... for the next generation 

cape town - 136 lower main rd  observatory - 021 448 7485        jhb - wooden ways 14 kramer rd kramerville sandton - 011 595 9600•  

CAPE TOWN

hope ••
traditional garden furniture www.hopegf.com

photo mike hall

Utilising solar inverter technology 
with eco pumps and lights that charge 
with the sun during the day and light the 
garden during the night, supplies a viable 
solution that makes it much easier on the 
pocket. 

LED lighting has just exploded in both 
landscape and water applications and 
some options are capable of displaying 
up to 48 different colors where the light 
is carried by the water, making it look like 
the water is glowing from within. 

So if you are considering a water 
feature, it is confirmed: technology has 
made it possible to be enjoyed… not 
only as a daytime delight but a 24-hour 
attraction (or distraction). 

Let it flow and let it glow.

www.ineeden.co.za
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Events

12 – 18 Jan 2020

LivingKitchen 

 The international kitchen show

Koelnmesse, Cologne, Germany

http://www.livingkitchen-cologne.com/

LivingKitchen

16 – 20 February 2020

EuroShop 2020

Messe Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany

www.euroshop-tradefair.com

26 – 28 February 2020

Design Indaba

Artscape Theatre, Cape Town

www.designindaba.com

27 Feb – 1 Mar 2020

HOMEMAKERS EXPO

Ticketpro Dome - Johannesburg

https://www.homemakersonline.co.za

30 April – 1 May 2020

Decorex Cape Town

CTICC

www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/

22 – 24 May 2020

Design Joburg/Rooms On View

Sandton Convention Centre

www.designjoburg.com

21 – 23 June 2020

The Hotel Show Africa

Gallagher Convention Centre

www.thehotelshowafrica.com

6 – 10 August 2020

Decorex Joburg

Gallagher Convention Centre

www.reedexpoafrica.co.za/decorex/

Information correct at time of going to press.

EVENTS

It is almost time for Africa’s biggest 
décor, design and lifestyle exhibition 
to kick off with the first instalment, 

Decorex Durban, taking place at the 
Durban Exhibition Centre from 19-22 
March 2020. This prestigious showcase 
of the latest products and trends from 
top designers, décor professionals 
and industry experts is always hotly 
anticipated – and the 2020 instalment will 
be even bigger and better than before.

The overarching theme for Decorex 
Africa 2020 is ‘Lifestyle by Design’, an 
embracive approach that allows you to 
design your life the way you want it to 
be. Lifestyle by Design is about freedom, 
reclaiming your time and doing things 
you like. This is essentially illustrated 
through design and looking to future 
trends when curating your own personal 
space. 

According to Decorex Africa’s Creative 
Director Anita Bloom, who coined this 
year’s theme: “Design is the essence of life 
and speaks to our collective search for the 
things that bring us essential happiness. 
Through our constantly changing lifestyles 
and the urge to create sanctuaries in our 
home spaces, we find those moments 
of calm and empowerment, as well as 
optimism and luxury. Beauty needs space 
to flourish, and Decorex presents a canvas 
onto which exquisite design is curated, 
celebrated and experienced.”

Visitors will find this year’s theme 
illustrated by a wide range of fabulous 
installations that talk to the latest trends. 

These include:
• Insta-Interiors – a brand-new feature 

showcasing the latest décor trends to 
hit the African shores, including New 
Nordic, Contemporary Organic, Afro/
Tribal meets European Mix, Modern 
Chinoiserie and the Neon trend

• 2020 Trends Installation – another 
brand-new feature showcasing Decorex 
Creative Director Anita Bloom’s top ten 
trends for the year in situ

• Instudio Trend Theatre (a free-
flow forum where leading design 
influencers, manufacturers and décor 
professionals share their insights)

• Gourmet Cooking Theatre built by 
Natal Kitchens (where local cooking 
talents cook up a storm)

• Gourmet with Love (a showcase of the 
best in kitchenware)

• Kitchen Design Project (local kitchen 
designers create themed kitchens)

• Trend Kitchen by Cosentino (where 
living areas melt into the working areas 
of the kitchen)

• #withlovefromDecorex featuring 
Mobelli Furniture + Living (a selection 
of gorgeous contemporary furniture 
chosen by the Decorex team)

• Mobelli Furniture + Living Trend House 
– Urban Living by Design (including 
a home space that reflects the Durban 
lifestyle)

• Bathroom by Design (introducing 
trends from some of Durban’s top 
bathroom suppliers)

• Designer Spotlight – Frans Alexander 
Interiors (highlighting inspiration from 

Get ready for Decorex Durban! 
one of Durban’s leading interior design 
and decor companies) 

• Designer Pavilion (a dynamic 
installation featuring local designers’ 
interpretation of the theme ‘Lifestyle by 
Design’)

• Fabric Trend Bar (the latest in 
decorative fabrics and trimmings 
for the corporate, hospitality and 
residential décor market)

• Outdoor Living Collab (the latest in 
garden equipment, technology and 
landscaping)

• Appliance feature by Tafelberg (the 
finest appliances and home technology 
from Tafelberg)

• Apartment project (a collaboration with 
one of South Africa’s top furniture and 
décor suppliers along with two interior 
designers styling two apartments)

• Lighting by Design (a collaboration 
with one of South Africa’s top lighting 
suppliers)

“The Decorex Durban programme 
presents a range of new, exciting 
installations that engage with global 
trends within an African context,” explains 
Sian Cullingworth, portfolio director 
at Reed Exhibitions. “Top designers, 
manufacturers and suppliers will share 
their take on current trends, interpreting 
what Lifestyle by Design is all about.” 

After this stimulating array of #inspo 
and solutions that will allow you to 
design your home the way you want 
it to be, you can recharge at the many 
cafés, bars and restaurants on site – the 
Wine + Bubbly Bar, Illy’s Coffee Bar, the 
Neon Gin Jungle, The Urban Beerhouse, 
The Tribe Restaurant and The Art Café. 
Expect locally sourced ingredients, 
internationally acclaimed wines, local 
craft beers and so much more! In addition, 
there’ll be a market at the event on Friday, 
20 March 2020.

As ever, Decorex Durban will provide 
a powerhouse of inspiration for the 
interior design, décor and architectural 
industries and is hosting a special trade-
focused day on Friday, 20 March 2020. 
Members of the profession will receive 
complimentary trade access to the show 
if they register online ahead of the event. 
Trade professionals who do not pre-
register online will be able to purchase 
trade access tickets at the gate at a reduced 
rate.

TICKET PRICES
Adults – R95
Students/Pensioners – R85
Kids U12 – R20
Trade/Exhibitor – R85
TRADE FOCUSED DAYS
Friday, 20 March 2020

MARKET
Friday, 20 March 2020

TIMES
Fri – 10am-8pm
Thu, Sat & Sun – 10am-6pm

Diarise all three Decorex Africa shows:
• Decorex Durban 2020, from 19-22 

March 2020 at Durban Exhibition 
Centre

• Decorex Cape Town 2020 from 30 
April to 3 May 2020 at Cape Town 
International Convention Centre 
(CTICC)

• Decorex Joburg 2020, from 6-10 August 
2020 at Gallagher Convention Centre

www.decorex.co.za
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ARCHIDEX, the region’s leading 
architecture business event of the year, 
continues to celebrate innovative ideas as 
it sets the trends for the industry for 2020 
and beyond.

(KUALA LUMPUR): Following the 
exciting and much lauded milestone 20th 
anniversary this year, ARCHIDEX will 
charge into the year 2020 with the theme 
of Building Beyond Tomorrow. 

The idea marks a natural progression 
from its anniversary theme of Building 
Together, which was aimed at recognising 
and honouring the many individuals and 
organisations who have been dedicated 
towards building the industry and 
beyond.

As the exhibition continues to grow, the 
annual multiple award-winning four-day 
event will take place from 1 to 4 July 2020 
at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre 
spreading across all 11 halls, covering 
26,000sqm of space, which marks another 
increase with an expected 1,550 exhibition 
stands by over 650 exhibitors. 

ARCHIDEX is a key event of the Kuala 
Lumpur Architecture Festival (KLAF) 
and is jointly organised by leading 
Malaysian trade and lifestyle exhibitions 
organiser, C.I.S Network Sdn Bhd (C.I.S), 
and Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM or 
the Malaysian Institute of Architects).

“We are truly honoured to contribute 
towards the industry and our nation 
together with a community of hard-
working, determined, and dedicated 
people in building 20 years of excellence, 
and now, we are even more excited to see 

a horizon of opportunities and potential 
that has opened up to us,” says Dato’ 
Vincent Lim, President of C.I.S Network 
Sdn Bhd. 

“It is crucial for every business and 
organisation to aim high and beyond 
towards what had previously been 
unthinkable or unreachable, and to 
make it happen. For us to have arrived 
in year 2020 and to celebrate our 21st 
year of building the most influential 
platform to support our industry has 
been a dream come true. Now, we are 
reaching beyond tomorrow to create a 
better future.”

“We must have a dream and we 
must continue to always strive for 
improvements one step at a time, but to 
always progress together, I look forward 
to the remarkable achievements and new 
launches and advances that our exhibitors 
always have to share at every single 
ARCHIDEX. Our 2020 edition is set to 
welcome all of them.”

ARCHIDEX remains the platform of 
choice for the biggest and leading brands 
around the world that wants to tap into the 
robust regional market of which Malaysia 
is seen to have become the ‘Gateway to 
South East Asia’. This can be seen in the 
steady growth of visitors including the 
desired segment of exhibitors or industry 
specifiers:

 ARCHIDEX 2020 is set to soar even 
higher with world-class speakers taking to 
the stage as well as an increasing number 
of delegates from around the world. It has 
become the industry’s regional meeting of 

choice for professional associations such 
as the Architects Regional Council of Asia 
(ARCAsia) and the International Union 
of Architects (UIA).

This global gathering of professionals 
continues to support and promote 
stakeholders in the industry by offering 
them a highly visible platform on 
which to grow together and to provide 
tremendous exposure for new building 
materials that are being introduced in 
the market. 

The multiple leads and enquiries 
generated for every exhibitor are a key 
feature of the remarkable turnout of 
visitors every year. The year 2019 recorded 
an astounding turnout with 36,300 
visitors where 18,898 were industry 
specifiers and 1,903 were international 
delegates with over RM1.1 Billion in 
business transactions.

Foreign delegates, exhibitors and 
visitors have provided invaluable 
feedback on ARCHIDEX for its ability 
to connect all stakeholders together over 
four days and its visibility as a platform. 
The accolades include:

“ARCHIDEX is a very good exhibition, 
and should be held every year as 
planned. I was impressed with the new 
technologies and designs and this year’s 
theme of ‘TOMORROW’ is also very 
relvant.” – YB Tuan Baru Bian, Minister of 
Works, Malaysia. 

ARCHIDEX will be happening from 
the 1 to 4 July in 2020. 

www.archidex.com.my

EVENTS
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Brandkonnect recently once again 
showcased iconic South African 
brands at the recent Dubai Design 

Week, with products from Houtlander, 
Indigenus and Villa Africa.

Our strategy of promoting and 
marketing great SA designed and 
manufactured products to the Middle 
East over the past few years, is creating a 
huge interest and demand.

Our beautiful installations displayed 
at projects such as Jumeirah Al Naseem 
Hotel Dubai, The Royal Le Meridien 
Beach Resort & Spa Dubai and Grand 
Plaza Movenpick Media City Hotel Dubai, 
was a great spectacle of our success and 
traction to date in this market.

Brandkonnect connects the dots 
between Local and International design..

www.brandkonnect.co.za
www.houtlander.co.za
www.indigenus.co.za
www.villaafrica.co.za

Brandkonnect 
Downtown Design Dubai
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BUILDING BEYOND TOMORROW AT ARCHIDEX 2020
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AROUND 
AND ABOUT

A moment of extraordinary 
cultural congregation is planned 
for Cape Town in February 2020, 

as two major art events coincide.
The Investec Cape Town Art Fair 

and the Stellenbosch Triennale will 
each attract leading curators and 
contemporary African artists to the city, 
and to Stellenbosch, in an unprecedented 
coming together of forces in the art world.  

The art world 
gathers in 

Cape Town in 
February 2020 

The Stellenbosch Triennale, 
brainchild of the Stellenbosch Outdoor 
Sculpture Trust, takes place from 
11 February until 30 April 2020 in 
a location renowned for its halls of 
academia and historical vineyards.  
Simultaneously, the Investec Cape Town 
Art Fair will run from 14 to 16 February 
2020 at the Cape Town International 
Conference Centre.

Beyond the logistics of getting art and 
artists to the Cape, there is the promise 
of interchange and investigation into the 
complex times and places we live in.

STELLENBOSCH TRIENNALE
The upcoming international showcase, 

extraordinary in terms of international 
reach and extent of art on show, will place 
creativity in critical dialogue with the 
society that fosters and exhibits it.

The announcement of Khanyisile 
Mbongwa as Chief Curator of the 
exhibition Tomorrow There Will be More 
of Us places Stellenbosch at the forefront 
of curatorial research in the public sphere. 
Mbongwa brings her experience gained 
at CAT.Cologne in Germany, and at the 
Norval Foundation, to the inaugural 
Triennale.

INVESTEC CAPE TOWN ART FAIR 
The Fair will leverage the creative 

visions and expansive networks of 
multiple curators overseeing various 
special sections. The recently released 
list of Art Fair Curators includes Nkule 
Mabaso (Curator, Michaelis Galleries, 
Cape Town) and Luigi Fassi (Artistic 
Director, MAN-Contemporary Art 
Museum, Nuoro, Italy) who will co-
curate the Tomorrows/Today section 

 Khanyisile Mbongwa - Chief Curator 
- Photo Creditor Alena GelenLarry Adorkor

Sethembile Msezane- Sebashilo Ukuthi Basilindile II Sethembile Msezane- Water Bodies- Isinqumo I 
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of the Fair dedicated to emerging and 
under-represented artists. Portia Malatjie 
(Adjunct Curator, Norval Foundation, 
Cape Town) will interpret space as a 
thematic focus in the SOLO section of the 
Investec Cape Town Art Fair in 2020.  

The concentration of talent in the Cape, 
destined for February, yet again prompts 
organisers, the media and the public 
to engage with art and culture-based 
facilities in the city and its surrounds. 
Focus on audiences from all entry points 
also means that these events have had to 
take unusually inventive steps to draw in 
new people and new ideas.

Educational initiatives like the youth 
Imaginarium at Stellenbosch, and the 
community outreach strategy of the 
Investec Cape Town Art Fair, are not only 
designed to interest marginalized groups, 
but are also there to stimulate thinking 
around the creative economy, to ensure 
the events’ successes in years to come.

As Cape Town and Stellenbosch 
prepare for February 2020, of note are the 
infrastructural elements and activations 
that will place visiting artists, performers, 
designers and academics at the forefront 
of creativity for this limited time.

www.stellenboschtriennale.com 

AROUND 
AND ABOUT
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Worldart - Norman O’Flynn - Timekeeper 
106 - Acrylic on acrylic glass

Nina Lieska

Worldart - Norman O’Flynn - Timekeeper 98 - Acrylic 
on plexiglass - 150cmx100cm

Investec Cape Town Art Fair 
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ALL ABOUT 
ART

Southern Guild’s presentation at this 
year’s Design Miami will deliver an 
“African-pop” punch with major 

new works by artists including Porky 
Hefer, Dokter and Misses, Zizipho 
Poswa, Rich Mnisi, Justine Mahoney 
and Madoda Fani. The Cape Town-based 
gallery will premiere 13 works never seen 
by audiences before, featuring vibrant 
colour, futuristic forms and strong shapes. 
Southern Guild’s boldest and most 
focused offering at any international fair 
to date, the booth will include collectible 
furniture, kinetic lighting, sculpture and 
large-scale ceramics.

“Rather than commenting on what it 
means to be a designer in South Africa 
today, these works remain open-ended 
and serve as observations and poetic 
glyphs that ask us to reflect on our 
relationships with each other and the 
world around us,” noted Julian McGowan, 
co-founder of Southern Guild.

Participating designers:
• Andile Dyalvane
• Dokter and Misses
• Justine Mahoney
• MAK with NØDE
• Madoda Fani
• NØDE
• Porky Hefer
• Rich Mnisi
• Zizipho Poswa

Highlights include:
• A new collection of leather hanging 

pods by internationally acclaimed 
artist Porky Hefer, titled Molecules, 
will form the booth’s centrepiece. 
The series comprises three large 
hanging orbs whose titles point to the 
chemical compounds they represent: 
Dihydrogen Monoxide, Fluoroheliate 
Monoxide and Hydrogen Difluoride. 
Wrapped in bright, brilliant leathers 
that reference the international colour 
codes all atoms are known by (white 

Southern Guild
Design Miami

for hydrogen, red for oxygen, green for 
chlorine), they were manufactured by the 
leather artisans at Wolf & Maiden in Cape 
Town. Founder Wade Ross Skinner and 
his team of leathersmiths collaborated 
closely with Porky, applying the 
impeccable craftsmanship the studio is 
known for, albeit on a much larger scale. 
The pods’ interiors are lined with plush 
sheepskin, inviting people to climb inside 
and nestle within. Molecules follows the 
artist’s fascination with the reactions and 
energy a piece can generate in a space, 
and opens up philosophical questions 
around matter and the world we live 
in. Inspired by the fact that molecules 
are made up of atoms held together by 
chemical bonds that form as a result of 
the sharing or exchange of electrons, he 
asks us to explore the complex bond of 
human connection – to each other and, 
most importantly, to the natural world. 

• Bringing additional verve and dynamism 
to Southern Guild’s booth at Design 
Miami will be five pieces from Dokter 
and Misses’ first solo exhibition, 
Practically Everywhere, which 
experiment with jagged shapes, odd 
proportions and stacked forms overlaid 
with textural surface treatments. The 
works were inspired by the entropy and 
oversaturation the designers experience 
on a daily basis. 

• part children’s toy, her naked torso 
modelled after 19th-century painter 
William-Adolphe Bouguereau’s idealised 
Venus.

• Zizipho Poswa, whose large-scale 

ceramic sculptures were recently 
acquired by the Los Angeles County 
Museum of ART (LACMA), unveils 
a new series inspired by traditional 
African hairstyles, called Magodi 
(the local term for such hairstyles). 
Two monumental pieces, Magodi – 
Abongile and Magodi – Zoleka, are 
given traditional Xhosa names in 
homage to actual women who have 
been influential in the artist’s life. 
They ¬retain the imposing sensuality 
of the artist’s previous work, rendered 
with increased technical complexity to 
convey the intricacy of woven, braided 
and threaded hair.

Andile Dyalvane
Idladla (Grain Silo)
Terracotta clay
63 x 60 x 106 cm
One-off
Photo by Adriaan Louw

133 x 42 x 180 cm
1 of 5 in unique edition

Photo by Hayden Phipps, courtesy of Southern Guild. 

Dokter and Misses
Not My Problem

Hand-painted steel with Kiaat 
shelves and turned spikes (Pterocar-

pus angolensis)

160 x 64 x 15 cm
Photo by Hayden Phipps, courtesy 

of Southern Guild. 

MAK with NØDE
Orrery I

Steel and glass

Justine Mahoney
Venus

Painted bronze
55 x 34 x 165 cm

1 of 9 in edition with 2 APs
Photo by Hayden Phipps, courtesy of South-

ern Guild. 
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territory, seeing him expand his use of 
scale and materials, including bronze 
and wood.

• The Intermissiøn Bench is the first 
limited-edition furniture piece 
produced by NØDE, a new design 
studio combining industrial design 
with modern production methods 
that comes out of Bronze Age Studio. 

Designed by Charles Haupt and Gerrit 
Giebel, the bench is produced out of a 
single piece of 20 mm thick, airplane-
grade aluminium plate. Due to the 
plate’s thickness, it was necessary to 
heat treat the aluminium to several 
hundred degrees Celsius, as well as use 
an 80 ton press in order to bend down 
the sides. Countless hours of hand 
carving ensued, with emphasis on the 
hollowing out of the seating area, as 
well as the final surface texture. With its 
anodised finish, the result is an object 
of simplistic, yet sculptural shape that 
is refined in its form. 

• Orrery I is a kinetic chandelier 
manufactured from anodised 
aluminium with hand-blown glass 
shades. It is a product of MAK, 
Southern Guild’s in-house design label, 
in collaboration with NØDE. Its design 
was inspired by old-fashioned orreries 
– mechanical models demonstrating 
the motion of the planets in the solar 
system – as well as Alexander Calder’s 
playful mobiles. A series of bifurcated 
arms connected using barrel hinges 
allows the chandelier to be configured 
in multiple ways, making it ideal for 
placement over a long or circular table.

ALL 
ABOUT ART
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• Celebrated fashion designer Rich 
Mnisi’s Nwa-Mulamula’s Embrace 
armchairs are an exciting addition 
to his debut collection of conceptual 
furniture, Nwa-Mulamula’s Chaise and 
Nwa-Mulamula’s Tears (a leather and 
bronze stool). With their rounded forms 
and strong physical presence, these 
works stand in homage to the memory 
of Rich’s late great-great-grand mother, 
whose teachings have lived on in his 
family generation after generation. Like 
his 2018 fashion collection of the same 
name, the chaise takes its title from this 
central matriarch – “Nwa-Mulamula” 
means “guardian”. Rich has said: “She 
is a sacred, powerful and spiritual 
component of my being – although she 
rests as a guardian in an ancestral realm, 
her spirit, lessons and sacrifices have 
defied temporal limitations,” he has 
said. “I see her as symbol to pay homage 
to the role of African mothers whose 

Madoda Fani
Itafile III
Painted and glazed 
terracotta clay

52 x 42 x 47 cm
Unique
Photo by Hayden Phipps, courtesy of Southern 
Guild. 

Porky Hefer
Fluoroheliate Monoxide

Steel frame, upholstered leather and sheep-
skin

290 x 170 x 190 cm
Unique
Photo by Hayden Phipps, courtesy of 
Southern Guild.

NØDE 
Intermission Bench

Aluminium
174 x 46 x 32 cm

Photo by Hayden Phipps, courtesy of Southern 
Guild. 

Zizipho Poswa
Magodi – Abongile

Glazed stoneware clay
60 x 60 x 93 cm

One-off

Photo by Hayden Phipps, courtesy of 
Southern Guild. 

Rich Mnisi
Nwa-Mulamula’s Embrace II
Upholstered leather
130 x 107 x 75 cm
1 of 12 in edition

Photo by Hayden Phipps, 
courtesy of Southern 
Guild. 

stories are either seldom documented 
or given the light they deserve.”

• Madoda Fani’s trio of side-tables in black 
clay continues his foray into ceramic 
furniture. The series – titled Itafile I, II 
and III after the Xhosa word for “tables” 
– utilises a robust mushroom shape 
while retaining the intricacy of the 
artist’s incised patterns. Hand-coiled 

and precisely carved, their rhythmical 
shapes call to mind overlapping fish 
scales or insect exoskeletons. Madoda 
burnishes and smoke-fires his ceramics 
according to the Zulu tradition (used 
most often in Zulu beer pots) and draws 
on a vocabulary of symbolic African 
imagery such as cattle. His recent work 
for Southern Guild ventures into new 



ABB LEAF Awards
Berlin, Germany
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Now celebrating its 18th year, the prestigious ABB LEAF Awards 
returned to Germany to celebrate the outstanding projects and 
personalities that have made the biggest impact upon the built 

environment, and the international architectural community.

Highlights of the inspirational awards ceremony, held in Berlin, 
included MOZHAO ARCHITECTS ‘Zishe·Planting Pavilion and 
Planting Terrace’, Shenzhen, China receiving the honour of Overall 
Winner 2019. Diller Scofidio + Renfro was also honoured with the 
Lifetime Achievement Award.

The awards included winners of the two new categories Best Arts 
& Culture Building Project OPEN Architecture ‘UCCA Dune Art 
Museum’, Qinhuangdao, China and Best New Start Up Practice Project 
Nathanael Dorent + Lily Jencks ‘Ruins Studio’, Dumfries, Scotland, 
UK. Other winning categories included Best Future Building Under 
Construction Project ODA New York ‘Postkantoor’, Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands, with Marcy Wong Donn Logan Architects receiving 
three honours with ‘Ford Point Revitalization’, Richmond, California, 
US winning Best Regenerative Impact Project, ‘Center Street Parking 
Garage’, Berkeley, California, US, Best Façade Design & Engineering 
Project and ‘Uber Advanced Technologies Group R&D Center’, San 
Francisco, California US, Best Refurbishment Project.

Commenting on the awards, Katrin Förster, Global Key Account 
Manager for Architects at ABB, said:

“The most impressive aspect about this year’s awards was the diversity 
of entries on show from all over the world. We saw everything from 
the renovation of a hut on the outskirts of Scotland, to a coffee shop in 
Korea, a super modern hotel in Macau, an arena in Senegal, a vinegar 
museum in China, an exclusive shopping mall in Hamburg to a R&D 
centre in San Francisco. How unique to have such a brilliant array of 
projects for the judges to choose from! It motivates us, as technology 
innovators, to work closer with architects and develop solutions that 
truly help to create the best buildings of the future.”

ABB LEAF Awards
Berlin, Germany
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Ruins Studio

Große Bleichen 19
Longfu Life Experience Centre

Hong Kong West Kowloon StationHouse in Toyonaka



The 2019 ABB LEAF Awards winners

Overall Winner
MOZHAO ARCHITECTS, ‘Zishe·Planting Pavilion and Planting 
Terrace’, Shenzhen, China

Lifetime Achievement Award
Diller Scofidio + Renfro

Best Arts & Culture Building Project
OPEN Architecture, ‘UCCA Dune Art Museum’, Qinhuangdao, China

Best New Start Up Practice Project
Nathanael Dorent + Lily Jencks, ‘Ruins Studio’, Dumfries, Scotland, UK

Best Tall Building Project
Zaha Hadid Architects, ‘Nanjing International Youth Cultural Centre’, 
Nanjing, China

Best Regenerative Impact Project
Marcy Wong Donn Logan Architects, ‘Ford Point Revitalization’, 
Richmond, California US

Best Mixed Use Building Project
West-line Studio, ‘Up to the Mountain and Down to the River’, Fuxing 
Town, China

Best Residential Building Project – Single Occupancy – Sponsored by 
LAUFEN
FujiwaraMuro Architects, ‘House in Toyonaka’, Osaka, Japan

Best Residential Building Project – Multiple Occupancy – Sponsored 
by LAUFEN
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, ‘Manhattan Loft Gardens (The Stratford)’, 
London, UK

Best Interior Design Project
Design Studio MAOOM, ‘Coffee Nap Roasters 2nd’, Seoul, Korea

Best Commercial Building Project
TCHOBAN VOSS Architects, ‘Große Bleichen 19’, Hamburg, Germany

Best Hospitality Building Project
STUDIO QI, ‘Annso Hill’, Tengchong, China

Best Refurbishment Project
Marcy Wong Donn Logan Architects, ‘Uber Advanced Technologies 
Group R&D Center’, San Francisco, California US

Best Public Building Project
Andrew Bromberg at Aedas, ‘Hong Kong West Kowloon Station’, Hong 
Kong

Best Achievement in Environmental Performance Project
LUO studio, ‘Longfu Life Experience Centre’, Puyang County, China

Best Future Building Under Construction Project
ODA New York, ‘Postkantoor’, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Best Urban Design Project
MOZHAO ARCHITECTS, ‘Zishe·Planting Pavilion and Planting 
Terrace’, Shenzhen, China

Best Façade Design & Engineering Project – Sponsored by INOX-
COLOR
Marcy Wong Donn Logan Architects, ‘Center Street Parking Garage’, 
Berkeley, California US

We would like to thank all of our entrants this year as well as our 
prestigious ABB LEAF Awards Judging Panel:
Alan Crawford - Architect and Founder, Crawford Partnership 
Architects – Chairman of the ABB LEAF Awards
Sir Peter Cook - Founder, Archigram & Director, CRAB studio
Roland Bechmann - Managing Director & Partner, Werner Sobek 
Stuttgart
Anne Becker-Olins - Senior Vice President, Design & Technical Services 
- Luxury Brands Europe, AccorHotels
Werner Frosch - Director, Henning Larsen
Ciara Gormley - Director - Head of Design, Lodha
Monika Moser - Managing Director, Wilson Associates
Viviana Muscettola - Associate Director, Zaha Hadid Architects
Tateo Nakajima - Director, Arts, Culture & Entertainment, Arup
Javier Quintana - Partner, IDOM Architecture
Alireza Razavi - Founder, Studio Razavi Architecture
Paolo Rossi - Associate Director, Pace
Cees Van der Spek - Public Affairs & Global Corporate Relations 
Director, OVG
Bernard Storch - Partner, PLP Architecture
Lucy Tilley - Associate Principle UK & Global Projects, Adjaye 
Associates

www.leafawards.arena-international.com
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Nanjing International Youth Cultural Centre
Photo credit: ©ZHA

Ford Point Revitalization

Manhattan Loft Gardens (The Stratford)
Photo credit: ©Alex Upton



Leeza SOHO opens with the world’s 
tallest atrium

Beijing, China
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Leeza SOHO opens 
with the world’s 

tallest atrium
Beijing, China

Located on Lize Road in southwest Beijing, Leeza SOHO tower 
anchors the new Fengtai business district - a growing financial 
and transport hub between the city centre and the recently opened 

Beijing Daxing International Airport to the south. The new business 
district is integral to Beijing’s multi-modal urban plan to accommodate 
growth without impacting existing infrastructure networks in the centre 
of the city. 
 
This 45-storey 172,800m² tower responds to demand from small and 
medium-sized businesses in Beijing for flexible and efficient Grade A 
office space.

Adjacent to the business district’s rail station at the intersection of five 
new lines currently under construction on Beijing’s Subway network, 
Leeza SOHO’s site is diagonally dissected by an underground subway 
service tunnel.

Straddling this tunnel, the tower’s design divides its volume into two 
halves enclosed by a single  façade shell. The emerging space between 
these two halves extends the full height of the tower, creating the world’s 
tallest atrium at 194.15m which rotates through the building as the 
tower rises to realign the upper floors with Lize road to the north. 

This rotation of the atrium intertwines Leeza SOHO’s two halves in a 
dynamic ‘pas de deux’ with connecting skybridges on levels 13, 24, 35 
and 45; its glaced  façade giving panoramic views across the city.

Leeza SOHO’s atrium acts as a public square for the new business 
district, linking all spaces within the tower and providing varying views 
due to its twisting, sculptural form; creating a fantastic new civic space 
for Beijing that is directly connected to the city’s transport network.

The atrium brings natural light deep within the building, acting as a 
thermal chimney with an integrated ventilation system that maintains 
positive pressure at low level to limit air ingress and provides an effective 
clean air filtration process within the tower’s internal environment.
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Leeza SOHO’s double-insulated, unitised glass curtain wall system steps 
the glazing units on each floor at an angle, providing narrow ventilating 
registers to draw outside air through operable cavities where required; 
creating extremely efficient environmental control for each floor.

The two halves of the tower shade the atrium’s public spaces, while 
the double-insulated low-e glazing maintains a comfortable indoor 
environment in Beijing’s extreme weather conditions. With a u-value 
of 2.0 W/m²K, the glazing has a shading coefficient of 0.4. The tower’s 
overall external envelope u-value is 0.55 W/m²K.

At the forefront of 3D Building Information Modelling (BIM) in 
design, construction management and building operations, Zaha Hadid 
Architects and SOHO China have implemented proven technologies 
to reduce the energy consumption and emissions at each of their four 
collaborations, totalling 15 million square feet (1.4 million sq. m) of 
mixed-use urban space in Beijing and Shanghai.

Designed to achieve LEED Gold certification by the US Green Building 
Council, Leeza SOHO’s advanced 3D BIM energy management system 
monitors real-time environmental control and energy efficiency. 
These systems also include heat recovery from exhaust air and high-
efficiency pumps, fans, chillers boilers, lighting and controls. The tower 
incorporates water-collection, low-flow rate fixtures and grey water 
flushing as well as an insulating green roof with photovoltaic array to 
harvest solar energy.

2,680 bicycle parking spaces, with lockers, shower facilities and dedicated 
charging spaces for electric and hybrid cars are located below ground; 
while low volatile organic compound materials are installed throughout 
Leeza SOHO to minimise interior pollutants and high efficiency filters 
remove particulates via the air-handling system.

Project Team
Architect: Zaha Hadid Architects (ZHA)
Design: Zaha Hadid, Patrik Schumacher
ZHA Project Director: Satoshi Ohashi
ZHA Project Architect: Philipp Ostermaier
ZHA Project Associates: Kaloyan Erevinov, Ed Gaskin, Armando Solano
ZHA Project Team: Yang Jingwen, Di Ding, Xuexin Duan, Samson Lee, 
Shu Hashimoto, Christoph Klemmt, Juan Liu, Dennis Brezina, Rita Lee, 
Seungho Yeo, Yuan Feng, Zheng Xu, Felix Amiss, Lida Zhang, Qi Cao
ZHA Competition Directors: Satoshi Ohashi, Manuela Gatto
ZHA Competition Team Lead Designers: Philipp Ostermaier, Dennis 
Brezina, Claudia Glas Dorner
ZHA Competition Team: Yang Jingwen, Igor Pantic, Mu Ren, 
Konstantinos Mouratidis, Nicholette Chan, Yung-Chieh Huang
 
Executive Architect: 
Beijing Institute of Architectural Design (China)

www.zaha-hadid.com
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Kits Écohabitation
Architecture Meets the Prefab Housing Market
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Architects Of Justice
Cube Route Exterior

Hiring an architect in Quebec is not mandatory, contrary 
to European countries. And unfortunately, it shows! 
L’Association des architectes en pratique privée du Québec 

(Quebec association of architects in private practice) in a 2007 study 
revealed that residential projects represent only 12% in sales revenue of 
its members.

Écohabitation, reaching nearly 125 000 readers each month, is very 
aware of the challenges faced by homeowners and developers that aspire 
for architecture, high-energy efficiency, turnkey solutions to sustainable 
housing. Other dilemmas include: the price point, the high level of 
technical complexity, the selection of professionals, etc. Écohabitation 
developed the Kits concept in order to combine smart design, high 
environmental performance and affordability into ‘’plug and play’’ 
options for homeowners or builders.

As a reference organisation in the green building sector, Écohabitation 
teamed and trained leading architecture firms and prefab home 
manufacturers. After two years of development, six models of architect 
designed, prefab and ecological houses are being launched.

Kits Écohabitation
Architecture Meets the Prefab 

Housing Market
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Affordable architecture
How to bring design by architects into the Quebec’s built landscape 

on a larger scale? With the efficiency of prefab construction! Kits 
Écohabitation gives access to homes designed by renowned local 
architecture firms. Each kit is reproduced multiple times, allowing a 
lower selling price. And the concept ensures the architects are properly 
compensated for their designs.

The result: a variety of houses designed for our climate. The Kits 
Écohabitation are adapted to Québec’s Nordic climate. It brings a breath 
of fresh air to Québec’s housing sector.  

Energy performance, a standard
Heating a house for less than $500 per year is a technical challenge. The 
shell of each of the Kits consume a third of heating needs compared to 
a comparable house, making extreme energy performance a standard.

To address financial challenges pressuring buyers to abandon high-
energy efficiency measures, the Kits are ready to build and fulfill criteria 
of LEED V4 and Novoclimat certifications.

Turnkey sustainable housing
Passive house, window/floor ratio, radiant heating, hiring an architect 
or not? Individuals, and developers solve a thousand of questions in 
order that their projects come to light.  A real headache for the newbies!

The Kits make the whole process easier: the models are delivered fully 
sealed and watertight to the construction site and anchored to the 
foundations. When choosing the turnkey option, buyers can benefit 
from an affordable interior design with local and healthy (VOC-free) 
materials, thanks to economies of scale!

www.ecohabitation.com
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

www.designingways.com

As a grandmother and recent 
observer of such events, I am 
now an expert at how to run 

small children’s birthday parties. 

A time limit of about an hour to an hour 
and a half is enough. The attention 
span of two to five-year olds is about 
40 minutes, and it is not much more 
for their grandparents.

There is no need to hire or arrange 
major activities like jumping castles, 
magicians, farm animals or pony 
rides. In the summer, a small 
inflatable pool filled with a hosepipe in 
the garden is enough, and there can 
be moments when the hose is used 
to spray children running through it. In 
the winter, a pile of cardboard boxes, 
some running races and simple 

competitions will do. The smaller 
children will play with each other’s 
toys anyway.

Brunch on a Sunday is best – between 
about 9 and 11 o’clock. Children will 
help themselves to snacks like chips, 
dried fruit, pieces of pizza, and they 
can drink water or fruit juice. No need 
to hype them up on Coca Cola or 
Fanta, or very sweet cakes and ice 
cream. Don’t put out sweets on low 
level tables, one lollipop per child in a 
goodie bag is enough. Make sure the 
adults are well catered for with good 
coffee, smoked salmon on bagels (the 
children will also like this), croissants 
and pieces of quiche. Maybe add 
some bottles of bubbly. Parents won’t 
have had breakfast before arriving, so 
will fall ravenously on such offerings.

After some play around the garden 
or house, everyone can go home in 
time to put the children down for their 
midday nap. 

I heard a terrible story recently of a 
mother who invited her friends and 
their children to a birthday party at 
a café next to a playground (good 
idea), for 12 noon (bad idea). She and 
her child only arrived an hour and a 
half late, because her child was still 
asleep and she did not want to wake 
him (completely selfish idea). By then 
the small guests were totally fractious, 
and I am sure she was ‘unfriended’ by 
several grown-ups shortly afterwards. 

Gill Butler

Children’s parties
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BRIGHT IDEAS

When, in 1989, Enzo Catellani 
decided to found Catellani 
& Smith, he only considered 

the light bulb. “The lamp doesn’t make the 
light, the light bulb does. The bulb gives 
shape to that light” was something he said 
over and over again.

Over these past thirty years, the 
light bulb has undergone various 
transformations, up to its latest evolution, 
the LED, whose enormous potential 
Enzo Catellani was immediately able to 
envision.

New forms, unimaginable before, have 
been shaped by his creativity.

This is how Trenta was born; a lamp that 
celebrates the light bulb, new technologies 
and the first thirty “light-years” of 
Catellani & Smith. It is an exquisite object, 
made in a numbered, limited edition.

Held lit in your hands, Trenta reveals its 
magical power.

Just imagine, you can now bring light to 
places you were unable to before, screwed 
to its pedestal or simply set down where 
otherwise there would only be darkness.

Trenta is here, in your home, waiting 
for you to remember her, and what she is 
capable of doing.

In the meantime, she puts on a fine 
display. She knows she’s important. She 
knows she is a tribute to the shape of light.

www.catellanismith.com

Trenta
This is how Trenta 

was born

JOHANNESBURG SHOWROOM 
14A Kramer Road, Kramerville, 2090 | 011 262 0202 

WWW.COREFURNITURE.CO.ZA

A proud member of the Core Holdings Group. An ISO 9001 compliant and BEE Level 2 company.

CAPE TOWN SHOWROOM 
87 Sir Lowry Road, Woodstock, Cape Town, 8001 |  021 461 9078 87 

INTRODUCING BOCA DO LOBO
EXCLUSIVE DESIGN
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0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
www.taylorblinds.co.za

ShutterGuard   Matte White

To truly appreciate the sophistication of ShutterGuard  , close them up and leave home. Not only do 
their stylish, rustproof design finish off any window or door, their innovative construction provides
high-end security. You can use them internally or externally; they’re available in custom colours*
and have a 10-year warranty. *Ts and Cs apply.

SHUTTERGUARD   ALUMINIUM SECURITY SHUTTERS

®

®

LOVED BY INTERIOR DESIGNERS,
ARCHITECTS AND INSURANCE COMPANIES.


